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Abstract 
A BattleBot is a remote controlled robot designed to compete in gladiatorial style combat against 

competitor robots.  Team MET is a group of four seniors who decided to do a group project in order to 

simulate the working environment seen in industry.  Team MET chose to build a middleweight class BattleBot, 

named Muthar, as its group project because it is complex enough for four individuals to work on yet cheap 

enough for college students to afford.  Muthar is a fully functional BattleBot that is eligible to compete in 

middleweight tournaments. 

This report addresses Muthar as a whole.  Topics that will be covered include design, construction, 

and testing.  For this project certain aspects do not need to be considered such as commercial standards.  

BattleBots Inc. has clearly defined all necessary standards regarding the construction of entrants to their 

competition.  Therefore external industry standards that might apply if the project were designed commercially 

will not be considered.  The body of this document is separated into four sections: Design, Manufacturing, 

Testing, and Management.  The report concludes with recommendations for further product development and 

conclusions on the entire project. 

Muthar was divided into four areas of design.  These areas were Locomotion, Offense, Defense, and 

Chassis.  The highest governing factor in design of the four systems was the BattleBots Inc. Technical 

Regulations.  These regulations dictate permissible materials and safety regulations used for competition.  Team 

MET determined other criteria used in design after researching BattleBots Muthar may potential see in 

competition.   

Testing showed that Muthar was capable of pushing, lifting, holding, and ejecting a 150 lb test sled.  

Muthar maintained continuous motion for three (3) minutes.  Muthar’s armor was able to withstand a dynamic 

impact of a simulated BattleBot.  Muthar was also able to rectify itself when placed on its top. 

Muthar will be entered into Season 6.0 of the BattleBot tournament.  Team MET concluded team 

projects in the future should start the design process sooner then individual projects.  In addition, team projects 

should span multiple class levels to maintain project expertise within the department. 
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Section 1:  Project Development 

1.1 Introduction 

Graduation from the Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET) program at the University Of 

Cincinnati College Of Applied Science requires the completion of a senior thesis.  Traditionally, the senior 

thesis is an individual project spanning the final three quarters a student’s senior year.  The first of the three 

quarters is spent developing a proposal for a unique mechanical design problem.  The second quarter is spent 

developing a solution to the selected design problem.  The final quarter is spent testing and constructing the 

student’s design solution. 

Upon graduation MET seniors will not be working as individuals but in small design teams.  The core 

design team typically consists of engineers of differing backgrounds [1.1.1].  Only through working in a diverse 

team environment can an individual prepare for his or her future in the engineering world.  Therefore to better 

reflect a real world design experience, a group of four seniors in the MET program has formed Team MET to 

complete their senior thesis.  

Traditionally MET seniors attempt to solve a problem in their specific area of interest as it relates to 

the MET curricula.  The MET curriculum covers such topics as mechanical design, manufacturing methods, 

and energy systems.  Therefore, in light of reflecting the MET curriculum, Team MET has decided to design 

and construct a specific type of robot called a BattleBot. 

A BattleBot is a remote controlled robot designed to compete in gladiatorial style combat against 

competitor robots.  Team Clambot from Salve Regina University (SRU), having competed in the May 2001 

BattleBots competition, poetically describes a BattleBot as follows: 

A BattleBot is a unique creation that blends creativity, imagination, science, and engineering into an instrument of 

expression. A BattleBot is a work of art. But unlike a painting that can be preserved and cherished forever, a BattleBot 

is destined to ruin and destruction. A BattleBot is a mechanical Olympian whose performance must be seen and 

remembered to be appreciated. Like the wind, it cannot be placed in a bottle. It is more than a fighting machine. It is the 

result of collaboration, teamwork, skill, knowledge, planning, strategy, budgeting, and just plain hard work. Like its 

human Olympian counterparts, years of training and planning end with a three-minute performance. [1.1.2] 

A BattleBot can range in weight from twenty-five to four hundred and eight pounds.  Additionally 

they can range in size from one to five hundred twelve cubic feet.  They have also ranged in cost from seven 

hundred to forty thousand dollars. 

BattleBots Inc., the governing body of the BattleBots competition, has established two manuals for 

the purpose of maintaining fair tournaments.  The BattleBots Inc. Technical Regulations manual illustrates all 

guidelines for the design and construction of a BattleBot.  The manual discusses topics such as safety, weight 

classification, permissible power sources, material types, and weaponry.  For a BattleBot to be eligible for 

competition in a BattleBots tournament it must conform to all technical regulations.  The BattleBot 

Tournament Rules and Procedures manual ensures a safe, fair, and efficient BattleBot competition [1.1.3].  It 

dictates all tournament procedures such as competitor eligibility, pit crew size limitations, tournament seeding 

procedures, and radio operation rules. 
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1.2 Background 

 The following sections discuss background information relevant to understanding the broad range of 

design solutions available to Team MET for this competition.  Background information pertinent to specific 

subsystem development can be found throughout the remainder of the report.   

1.2.1 Weight and Size 

As seen in Figure 1.2.1, BattleBots are classified by their weight into four categories.  The weight of 

the BattleBot includes not only the components and materials of the robot itself but any fluids or gasses used 

as power sources, any cosmetic features such as toys or shrubbery, and any accessory systems such as cameras 

or Internet feeds [1.2.1]. 

Measured Weight Weight Class 

Designation More Than Maximum 

Lightweight 25.0 lbs. 60.0 lbs. 

Middleweight 60.0 lbs. 120.0 lbs. 

Heavyweight 120.0 lbs. 220.0 lbs. 

Super Heavyweight 220.0 lbs. 340.0 lbs. 

Figure 1.2.1, BattleBot Weight Classes 

BattleBots also have to meet a size standard.  All BattleBots must fit through the eight by eight foot 

door of the competition arena with all mechanisms fully extended.  All BattleBots must also fit in their pre-

battle configuration entirely inside the 8 by 8 foot colored starting square inside the arena.  This restriction will 

limit the gross dimensions of the BattleBot to five hundred and twelve cubic feet [1.2.2]. 

1.2.2 Materials 

BattleBots Inc. has placed restrictions on the types of materials permitted in a BattleBot.  Restricted 

materials include lead metal as well as any rigid plastic foam such as polyvinyl chloride or polystyrene.  These 

materials cannot be used anywhere on a BattleBot where they might receive damage from an opponent robot 

or the arena hazards [1.2.3].  There are materials that, due to their toxicity or other dangers, have been banned 

outright from use in a BattleBot [1.2.4].  They include: 

• Beryllium metals 

• Boron fibers 

• Radioactive materials 

• Asbestos 

• Loose fibers of carbon or fiberglass 

• Unsintered metal powder of any type 

• Metal shavings or “wool” 

• Decayable organic substances 

• Reactive metals such as lithium and 

sodium 

• Non-fibrous silicon-based glass

1.2.3 The Fighting Arena 

The playing field for competing BattleBots, shown in Figure 1.2.2, is known as the BattleBox.  The 

BattleBox is a twenty-three hundred square foot enclosure filled with traps that can make or break a BattleBots 

match.  All four sides and the top of the arena are covered with plate Lexan, a clear polycarbonate from GE 

plastics.  A superstructure of steel square tubing supports the Lexan. 
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Figure 1.2.2, The BattleBox 

Inside the arena are six different hazards used to slam, cut, disorient, and screw competing bots.  They 

are the Kill-saws, the Hammers, the Pneumatic Spikes, the Spinners, the Augers, and the Wall Spikes.  The 

Kill-saws, illustrated in Figure 1.2.3, include six sets of two large spinning blades that rise up from below the 

floor.  These blades, while obviously being intended to cut BattleBots from the bottom, more often than not 

tend to throw contestants across the arena floor. 

  
Figure 1.2.3, The Kill Saws     Figure 1.2.4, The Hammers 

The Pulverizers, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.4, are sledgehammers located in the corners of the arena.  This 

means there is no refuge for battling robots there.  The Pulverizers are more than likely the most successful 

arena hazards to decisively affect tournament matches. 

  
Figure 1.2.5, The Pneumatic Spikes    Figure 1.2.6, The Spinners 

The Pneumatic Spikes, illustrated in Figure 1.2.5, rise from the floor damaging competitor’s underbellies.  The 

Spinners, illustrated in Figure 1.2.6, confuse and disorient competitors during the match. 
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Figure 1.2.7, The Augers    Figure 1.2.8, The Wall Spikes 

The Augers, illustrated in Figure 1.2.7, are chrome-plated corkscrews designed to pull competitors in and crush 

them.  The Wall Spikes, illustrated in Figure 1.2.8, are six inch steel spikes that line the edges of the fighting 

arena. [1.2.5] 

1.2.4 Scoring System 

There are two methods to win a BattleBots tournament match.  The first method is by knockout, or 

incapacitation.  BattleBots Inc. defines incapacitation as “in a Referee's opinion, a BattleBot is not responsive 

for at least thirty (30) seconds.”[1.2.6] BattleBots Inc. goes on to define responsive as “the BattleBot can 

display some kind of controlled movement along the Arena floor. A moving BattleBot whose translational 

movement cannot be controlled by its Operators is considered to be non-responsive.”[1.2.7] Incapacitation can 

occur in two ways.  The first method is by removing a BattleBot’s wheels from contact with the arena floor by 

flipping the BattleBot onto its side or top.  The second method is inflicting enough damage to internal 

components such as motors or robot controller to render the component inoperative. 

The second method is by acquiring points through the match by use of a scoring system.  The 

BattleBots Inc. scoring system is based on three categories: aggression, strategy, and damage inflicted.  

Aggression points are acquired based on the frequency, severity, and boldness of attacks deliberately initiated 

against an opponent. [1.2.8] Strategy points are awarded by exhibiting an attack plan that exploits a BattleBot’s 

strengths against an opponent’s weakness.  Strategy points can also be acquired by exhibiting a defensive plan 

that guards a BattleBot’s weaknesses against an opponent’s strengths. [1.2.9] Damage points are awarded by 

directly reducing the effectiveness, functionality, or defensibility of an opponent.  Damage can also be awarded 

indirectly utilizing the arena hazards. [1.2.10] BattleBot matches have three judges who each have an allotment 

of 5 points per category to be divided in whole numbers between the two competitors.  A BattleBot could 

potentially receive up to 45 points in a match. 

1.3 Technical Solution 

Team MET has designed and constructed a fully functional wheeled robot named Muthar.  The robot 

was named after Dr. Muthar Al-Ubaidi due to his immense assistance throughout the project’s development.  

Muthar is specifically designed to be a remote controlled combat robot.  Muthar is eligible to compete in a 

BattleBots Inc. middleweight tournament.   

Team MET developed three specific design goals for the development of Muthar.  They were to be 

eligible to compete in a BattleBots sponsored tournament, fall within a chosen weight class, and integrate 

subsystems to work with each other.  The first team design goal was to be eligible to compete in a BattleBot 
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Inc. competition.  To be eligible the final product must conform to all relevant specifications as defined by 

BattleBot Inc. Technical Regulations manual.  The second team design goal was to have Muthar fall within a 

chosen weight class.  Team MET has chosen the middleweight class so that Muthar will be complex enough for 

four individuals to work on yet cheap enough for college students to afford.  The third and final design goal 

was to integrate all subsystems to work with each other.  In order for this project to fit the senior design model 

it had to be distributed across team members.  Therefore each member of the team was ultimately responsible 

for the design and construction of a portion of Muthar.  While these portions may achieve their respective 

design goals individually, if they do not work well together the project would be a failure. 

Team MET separated Muthar into four major and three minor subsystems as seen in Figure 1.3.1.  

The first major subsystem was concerned with the locomotion of the robot.  All components that enable the 

robot to move about the arena floor fall into this subsystem.  The second major subsystem deals with the 

Muthar’s offensive capabilities.  These components relate to the control and damage inflicted on opposing 

BattleBots.  The third major subsystem is concerned with Muthar’s defensive capabilities.  This subsystem 

includes components that prevent the incapacitation of the robot, such as the armor.  The final major 

subsystem of the robot is the chassis.  The chassis is the skeleton of the robot.  It provides a rigid structure on 

which all other subsystems reside. 

 
Figure 1.3.1, Project Assignments 

 The first minor subsystem of the project was the role of the project manager.  The project manager 

handled logistic issues as well as maintained the pace of project development.  The second minor subsystem 

covered all electronic components as well as remote control of the robot.  The third minor subsystem 

encompasses the pneumatic system of the robot. 

1.4 Scope and Plan 

This project report addresses the BattleBot as a whole.  Topics that will be covered include design, 

construction, and testing.  For this project certain aspects do not need to be considered such as commercial 

standards.  BattleBots Inc. has clearly defined all necessary standards regarding the construction of entrants to 

their competition.  Therefore external industry standards that might apply if the project were designed 

commercially will not be considered.  The body of this document is separated into three sections: Design, 

Manufacturing, and Testing.  The report concludes with recommendations for further development of the 

product and conclusions on the entire project. 
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Section 2:  Design 

2.1 The Design Process 

Team MET began the design process with brainstorming sessions.  In these brainstorming sessions 

the team tried to come up with as many possible ways a BattleBot could attack a competitor.  After numerous 

sessions of brainstorming the team listed good and bad points of each idea through the help of brainstorming 

worksheets (Appendix D-1).  After some discussion the three preeminent ideas were chosen.  These three ideas 

were then further developed and examined.  After a satisfactory assessment Team MET selected one concept.  

This concept consisted of a wedge type robot that could lift a competitor up and shoot the competitor across 

the arena.   

With the concept in mind Team MET went to work on the individual design aspect of the project.  

The design process was iterative in that first a 3D model was generated, next interferences were checked with 

other subsystems, and then functionality was checked.  If the model did not work it was altered, re-checked 

against other subsystems, re-analyzed, and so on.  Until finally a working assembly design was reached. 

2.2 Locomotion System Design 

The following sections outline the design of the Locomotion system.  The Locomotion system 

encompasses all aspects of Muthar that deal with motion of the robot and also provides primary power to the 

remainder of the robot.  These areas include drive motors, wheels, batteries, power transmission components, 

and mounting structures for each of the aforementioned items.  
2.2.1 System Restrictions 

The rules set forth in the BattleBots Technical Regulations contain two major areas of concern for the 

locomotion system.  These areas are types of power sources and battery restrictions. 

2.2.1.1 Power Sources 

There exist five distinct power system types that can be used to power a BattleBot.  These systems are 

electrical power systems, fuel-powered engines, pneumatics, hydraulics, and mechanical energy storage systems.  

Of these five types, only two of these options provide suitable sources of rotary motion to run the locomotion 

systems for a wheeled BattleBot.   

Fuel powered systems are one option for a primary power system for the locomotion system.  The 

fuel powered systems are restricted to internal combustion engines.  An internal combustion engine is defined 

as an engine that continuously burns small quantities of fuel in one or more combustion chambers in order to 

produce continuous rotary motion on an output shaft. [2.2.1] Fuel powered systems have many restrictions and 

standards, some items covered by these restrictions and standards are as follows: [2.2.2] 

• Fuel types 

• Fuel lines 

• Fuel tank composition and volume 

• Automatic Shutdown 

• Engine starting 

• Engine Cutoff System 

The second option for a primary power system of the locomotion system is to use an electrical power 

system.  The electrical power system consists of batteries powering electric motors.  Electrical power systems 
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must also conform to their own set of restrictions and standards set forth by BattleBots Inc. in the Technical 

Regulations.  A few of the items covered by these restrictions and standards include: [2.2.3]

• Voltage Limitations 

• Allowed Battery Types 

• Battery Mounting 

• Electrical Circuits 

• Electrical Power Deactivation 

• Electric Motors 

The primary power source for Muthar was chosen to be an electrical power system. This decision was 

made because every middleweight BattleBot, as of December 2001, posted on the BattleBots website, uses 

electric drive motors as its means for locomotion. [2.2.4] The combination of internal combustion engine and 

an onboard electrical generator is far more complex and estimated to be much heavier than batteries. 

2.2.1.2 Batteries 

Batteries are the primary power source for most BattleBots.  A battery is made up of two or more 

cells that produce a direct current by converting chemical energy to electrical energy.  Batteries are typically 

available in voltages of 1.5, 6.0, 12.0, and 24.0 volts. [2.2.5] BattleBots Incorporated only allows certain types of 

batteries can be used for running a BattleBot. [2.2.6] Sealed Lead Acid (SLA) batteries can be used on 

BattleBots provided that they can be used in any position; they are described in their data sheet as using an  

“absorbed” or “stabilized” electrolyte, or are described as leak proof.  Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cad), Nickel-Metal 

Hydride, and Lithium-Ion batteries can also be used on a BattleBot but they produce a significant amount of 

heat compared to the Lead Acid batteries.  The highest nominal DC Voltage allowed can be up to 48 Volts.  

When all electronic systems are activated, the maximum allowable DC voltage, measured from any point of the 

highest potential to the lowest potential, is 56.0 Volts. [2.2.7]  

The four allowable battery types were compared on the basis of weight, size, and cost.  The SLA 

batteries turned out to have the worst energy to weight ratio of all four types.  Unfortunately, the more efficient 

battery types ranged between three and four times as expensive as SLA batteries.  The difference in price far 

outweighed the difference in efficiency.  Ultimately, SLA batteries were chosen as the final power source. 

2.2.2 Wheel layout Classifications 

There exist many ways of setting up a BattleBot’s wheelbase.  Different types of layouts can be readily 

seen on the BattleBots website on the meet the robots page. [2.2.4] The choice of what type of wheelbase a 

designer chooses is highly dependant on the characteristics of the remainder of the robot.   

 The simplest of the wheel layouts are two-wheeled robots that use only one wheel on each side of the 

robot.  This configuration allows the designer to use only two motors to drive the robot around the arena 

without having to worry about transmitting power to another set of wheels as well.  The two-wheel 

configuration is very popular with smaller robots that cannot afford the extra weight of another set of wheels.  

This design is excellent for a wedge shaped robot because if the center of gravity is between the wheels and the 

tip of the wedge, the wedge will stay close to the ground to easily slide under other robots.  Figure 2.2.1 below 

shows a robot with a two-wheeled configuration.  Figure 2.2.2 shows a slight variation on the two-wheel design 

where castors are used to eliminate the friction of the robot’s body dragging along the floor.  
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Figure 2.2.1, Ankle Biter    Figure 2.2.2, Velocity 1 

The next category to consider is robots with multiple wheels on each side.  This design distributes the 

weight of the robots on more wheels and generally provides an increase in traction.  When multiple wheels are 

used, the decision must me made first to have all wheels act as driving wheels or only have a portion of the 

wheels run under power.  If the decision is to power all wheels, then there are two options.  A motor can be 

attached to each wheel of the robot if enough weight is available for the motors, or a belt and pulley or chain 

and sprocket power transmission system can be used.   

Another choice the designer considers is to put the wheels inside or outside of the body of the robot.  

Figure 2.2.3 shows Windchill, a robot with exposed wheels and in Figure 2.2.4, another option for any 

configuration of wheels is to place the wheels within the body of the robot.  Placing wheels outside the robot 

has the advantage of a smaller, lighter frame.  Placing wheels inside the frame of the robot keeps them 

protected from an opponent’s weapons and provides the option to support the wheels on both sides instead of 

cantilevering them from one end of a shaft. 

  
Figure 2.2.3, Windchill     Figure 2.2.4, Bad Attitude 

 A four-wheel drive, protected wheel system was chosen for Muthar.  This configuration allows for the 

greatest amount of stability and traction while providing protection to the wheels and allows the wheels to be 

supported on both sides to avoid cantilevered shafts.   

2.2.3 Design Goal 

The purpose of the Locomotion system is to move a BattleBot around the arena during a competition 

match.  The design goals for Muthar’s locomotion system are to push another BattleBot around the arena floor 

and to remain operational for one tournament match without recharging.  Muthar’s locomotion system is 
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designed to output a linear force great enough to push another 120 lb. middleweight BattleBot.  Motors and 

batteries were matched to allow Muthar to operate for over three minutes. 

2.2.4 Alternative Designs 

Three design concepts were generated for primary locomotion component sets as well as drive train 

layouts.  Each of these concepts was then evaluated on the basis of weight, space requirements, cost, and 

integration.  For more information about the components selected and a sample process chart used to choose 

components and layouts, please refer to Appendix A-1.  The final design is discussed in section 2.3.5.   

2.2.4.1 Component Set Selection 

When the design process began, there were three main components to select before any other design 

work could commence.  These three items are motors, wheels, and batteries.  The primary drive components 

must be paired in functional groups.  Therefore, the components are evaluated as a group. 

The first design iteration produced, as illustrated below in Figure 2.2.5, a component set centered on 

NPC refurbished wheelchair motors.  This combination is the largest and heaviest of the three component sets 

evaluated.  The gearbox on the NPC motor is too large and runs at such a low output speed that a 4-inch wheel 

cannot be used.  Therefore, a 6-inch wheel was paired with it to increase the ground clearance so the gearbox 

casing would not scrap on the ground and the robot speed would increase by 50%.  This motor required a 12 

AH battery; the heaviest battery evaluated during the selection process.  The only thing that can be put to this 

system’s credit is that it is the lowest cost alternative coming in at approximately a third of the price of the 

other two sets.  The final deciding factor in rejecting this set was its failure to integrate with the remainder of 

the robot.  The larger wheels would not fit in any preliminary version of the chassis and the weight of the 

components was over the weight allotted to the drive system during preliminary design. 

 
Figure 2.2.5, Component Set 1    Figure 2.2.6, Component Set 2 

 The second design iteration produced component set alternative two, as illustrated above in Figure 

2.2.6, centered on AstroFlight model airplane derivative motors.  This component set was a considerable 

improvement over the first alternative.  The weight of the primary components went down by a third. 

Secondly, due to the size of the AstroFlight motors, the wheel size could be reduced to 4 inches.  This size 

reduction allowed the wheels to fit properly into the preliminary chassis models.  Unfortunately, the current 

draw of the AstroFlight motors is comparable to the current draw of the NPC motors and therefore the battery 

size remained the same.  The final integration check again failed because the system components were 

overweight and the batteries had trouble fitting within the robot.   The third alternative set was selected as the 

final design for Muthar.  This set is described in section 2.2.5. 
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Drive Train Layouts 

Once the primary locomotion component selection was completed, integration of the drive system 

into the robot began.  A simple, lightweight layout was required.  The largest obstacle to overcome with the 

drive layout was to fit around other subsystems within Muthar.  The following outline some of the problems 

with two of the alternative designs when trying to integrate the locomotion system into Muthar. 

The first drive train layout, as illustrated below in Figure 2.2.7, was the first layout alternative 

considered.  The figure shows a top view of the drive motor output shaft attached directly to the rear wheel 

shaft by means of a jaw type coupling.  This jaw type coupling uses a neoprene insert to isolate the two shafts 

from a portion of the shock loading that will occur during operation.  This configuration was determined to be 

the lightest weight of each of the three alternative designs due to the relatively low number of components 

required.  When faced with the subsystem integration test, this alternative failed.  The distance required to place 

two motors, two couplings, and two wheels inline across the rear of the BattleBot was too great to fit the 

preliminary design dimensions. If the first alternative was used, both drive motors would overlap and share 

roughly the same space with each other as well as the linear actuator mount. 

 
Figure 2.2.7, Drive Train 1   Figure 2.2.8, Drive Train 2 

The second drive train layout, as illustrated above in Figure 2.2.8, was the second layout alternative 

considered.  The figure shows a view of the drive chain’s path as seen from the side of the robot.  In this 

design alternative, the drive motors are placed in the middle of the robot.  The coupling and chain combination 

was reduced to only a single chain for power transmission.  Due to the extremely small amount of chain wrap 

on the motor sprocket, an idler sprocket needed to be used to keep the chain from skipping across the motor 

sprocket teeth when the system was operational.  This design was estimated to be the heaviest of the three 

alternative designs.  The additional brackets and mounting hardware required to implement this design would 

add unnecessary weight and complexity.  The subsystem integration test was applied to this alternative to see if 

it would fit with the other subsystems and this alternative barely passed.  The proposed position of the motor 

sprocket almost puts it in contact with the outer shell of the robot.  A new alternative needed to be developed.   

2.2.5 Final Concept Selection 

Below in Figure 2.2.9, the third and final component set design iteration is shown.  This component 

set is centered on highly efficient Maxon precision motors.  This design turned out to be the best choice for 

locomotion system primary components.  The Maxon motors have the same dimensions as the AstroFlight 

motors that were used in the second design alternative.  The Maxon motors can provide a third more power 
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than the AstroFlight motors but draw only two thirds the amount of current to do the same amount of work as 

the  AstroFlight motors. 

 
Figure 2.2.9, Final Component Set 

The third and final drive train layout, illustrated below in Figure 2.2.10, is a hybrid design of drive 

train alternative one.  This layout uses a second set of sprockets and chain that isolates the drive motors from 

the wheels.  The chain adds one additional feature.  It allows for the displacement of the motors to a position 

behind the rear wheels and allows the motors to remain closer to the wheels than the coupling allowed.  In this 

new position, the drive motors do not interfere with the linear actuator mount and can sit back-to-back, filling 

a previously unused space. 

Pictured below, in Figure 2.2.10 are two details of the final drive system.  On the right, an overall view 

on the assembled drive system can be seen.  This picture was taken from the left rear of Muthar and looks 

forward along its left side.  In the right foreground of that picture, one Maxon motor and a motor sprocket is 

shown mostly hidden under one of the rear chassis pieces.  Along the left side of the right hand picture, both 

the front and rear wheel assemblies can be seen connected by the longer chain.  Muthar’s primary power source, 

the two 7AH batteries, are stacked on top of each other in a sheet metal tray and tied down with metal hose 

clamps as specified by BattleBots Inc. [2.2.8] The custom sheet metal motor brackets can be seen best in the 

left picture bolting the motor to its primary support underneath.   Custom aluminum bearing blocks are located 

on either side of each wheel and can be seen in each picture below.  

 
Figure 2.2.10, Drive System 
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2.2.6 Design Analysis 

Five main areas were part of the design analysis.  These included calculations for torque required from 

the motors, sizing of the chains & sprockets, current draw required from the batteries, analysis of the bearing 

blocks, and analysis of the motor mounts. 

The drive system sizing was based on a worst-case scenario of pushing a 120-pound competitor 

BattleBot and assuming a coefficient of friction of one between the wheels and ground for the opponent.  This 

scenario gave a target force of 60 pounds of linear force for each side of Muthar to overcome because an 

independent motor powers each side.  The torque calculations for the motors were done by hand using 

equations for torque found in Mott’s book. [2.2.5] A diagram and the equations used can be found in Appendix 

A-2.  Using four-inch diameter wheels, the 60-pound linear force translates into a 120-inch pound torque for 

each motor. 

When sizing a battery for a set of DC motors, several factors must be known.  First, each motors’ 

operating voltage should be checked.  Second, the current draw of all the motor at the design load need to be 

found as well as how long the motors need to remain operational.  Veteran BattleBot builders advise new 

builders to size the primary power source of a BattleBot to allow each of the BattleBot’s motors to run at full 

design load for half a tournament match.  This assures enough battery power to operate for an entire match.  

Battery sizing calculations can be found in Appendix A-2.  The final step in sizing batteries was to use the 

Powersonic’s battery capacity de-rating chart to appropriately size the battery. [2.2.9] 

 To evaluate the integrity of the power transmission components, chains and sprockets were sized 

according to ANSI roller chain horsepower rating charts found in an Emerson Power Transmission 

Components catalog. [2.2.10]   

 The custom aluminum bearing blocks were modeled and analyzed using the I-DEAS software 

package.  Each bearing block was subjected a loading of 120 pounds, a force equal to the entire weight of 

Muthar, and another ten pound force to simulate skidding across the arena floor.  The highest numerical stress 

concentration observed under this loading was 13,000 psi, well below the yield stress of aluminum.  Please refer 

to Appendix B-1 for the resulting output.  

 The custom sheet metal motor mount bracket was also modeled and analyzed using the I-DEAS 

software package.  Each motor mount bracket was subjected to the torque of a drive motor running under full 

load as well as a force equal to the tension on the tight side of the chain.  Under these loading conditions, the 

highest numerical stress concentration was found to be less than 14,000 psi, well below the yield stress of mild 

steel.  Please refer to Appendix B-2 for the resulting output.  
2.3 Offensive System Design 

 The following sections outline the design of the offensive weapon system. 

2.3.1 Weapon Restrictions 

A BattleBot is not permitted to use any sort of entanglement device in the tournament.  An 

entanglement device is any substance or material that alone cannot inflict any direct damage to an opponent, 
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rather it intends to hinder or debilitate an opposing BattleBot mechanism.  Ropes, nets, marbles, and steel wool 

are good examples of entanglement devices [2.3.1]. 

Projectiles are permitted in a BattleBots tournament under certain restrictions.  First, the device must 

be physically connected to the structure of the BattleBot using a non-elastic tether.  Second, this tether must be 

able to withstand the stress of firing the projectile multiple times without sustaining any damage.  Third, the 

tether, as measured from the base point on the structure of the BattleBot to the tip of the projectile, must not 

exceed eight feet in length [2.3.2]. 

Other miscellaneous weapon types are strictly forbidden in BattleBots competitions.  The offensive 

use of electricity is prohibited in BattleBots competitions.  The use of electricity would include, but is not 

limited to, stun guns, cattle prods, radio jamming equipment, and electro-magnetic pulses.  Additionally, liquids, 

chemicals, explosives, and temperature may not be used in any way to directly inflict damage on or hinder an 

opponent in any way [2.3.3]. 

2.3.2 Weapon Classifications 

Weaponry restrictions discussed in section 2.3.1 narrow the field of permissible weapons into two 

basic classifications.  The first classification includes weapons that deliver kinetic energy through physical 

contact.  These, for the purposes of this report, are classified as “Impact Weapons.”  The second classification 

includes weapons that physically hinder an opponent’s ability to move, attack, or flee.  For the purpose of this 

report this second classification will be called “Control Weapons.”  Many weapon designs cross the boundary 

between these two classifications. 

Impact weapons can further be categorized into smaller groups of weapon types based on the attack 

method.  For example, some BattleBots utilize the angular momentum of a spinning mass to deliver a high 

impact stress into an opponent.  Angular momentum devices can come in many configurations.  Figure 2.3.1, 

below, shows a horizontally mounted spinning mass, while Figure 2.3.2 illustrates a vertical design. 

  
Figure 2.3.1, Spare Parts     Figure 2.3.2, Garm 

Another popular impact delivery method utilizes some pointed device to physically strike the 

opponent.  Figure 2.3.3 illustrates the popular use of a hammer or spike to strike the opponent.  The simplest 

method of delivering a large amount of momentum is to utilize the entire robot as the weapon.  The “Wedge” 

attack method, illustrated in Figure 2.3.4, drives into an opponent as fast as possible.  Usually, one of two 

things happens when a wedge rams an opponent.  Either the opponent is pushed up over the wedge where it 
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then strikes the arena floor or it is pushed into a wall or a hazard.  In either case, the opponent is absorbing 

some sort of impact load. 

 
Figure 2.3.3, Deadblow    Figure 2.3.4, Subject to Change 

A control weapons is any type that hinders the motion of an enemy robot.  Figure 2.3.5 illustrates a 

BattleBot with pinchers for grabbing an opponent and moving them about the arena.  Figure 2.3.6 illustrates a 

BattleBot that lifts opponents completely from the floor rendering their drive systems useless.  Both of these 

BattleBots can place enemy opponents into arena hazards. 

 
Figure 2.3.5, Nibbler     Figure 2.3.6, Complete Control 

Many BattleBots try to cross the boundary lines of these classifications.  By mixing and matching 

weapon systems a BattleBot can become more versatile.  For example, Figure 2.3.7 illustrates a BattleBot that 

combines weapon types.  The arm can be used as clamp or to lift and flip opponents, making it a control 

weapon.  Additionally, the body design of the robot is a wedge.  This enables the robot to attack in many ways. 

 
Figure 2.3.7, Sabotage 
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2.3.3 Design Goal 

As determined in section 2.3.2 the two basic classifications of weapons on a BattleBot are impact and 

control.  The design goal for the offensive weapon system was to demonstrate characteristics of both 

classifications.  To do this Muthar will use a lift and eject system of attack.  The offensive weapon system will 

lift an opponent from the arena floor thereby inhibiting the robot’s ability to move, attack, or flee.  The system 

will then eject the opponent from the lifting arm.  When the opponent strikes the ground it will have to absorb 

an impact and potentially will be damaged. 

2.3.4 Alternative Designs 

 Three design concepts were generated for both the lifting mechanism and the ejection system.  These 

concepts were then evaluated on the basis of weight, space requirements, and cost.  The final design is 

discussed in section 2.3.5. 

2.3.4.1 Lifting Mechanism Alternatives 

The first design iteration produced, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.8, a lifting arm attached to a motor and 

sprocket.  This system has several advantages and well as disadvantages.  To the system’s credit, it would lift an 

opponent quite quickly and its range of motion could approach 180 degrees.   Unfortunately it would require 

either an extensive gear assembly or a very large DC motor.  The gear assembly would be either costly or very 

difficult to custom manufacture and the motor would be either very costly or very heavy. 

 
Figure 2.3.8, Motor-Sprocket    Figure 2.3.9, Four-Bar Linkage 

The second design iteration, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.9, utilizes a simple four bar linkage to achieve 

the design goal.  A rear facing linear actuator would push the linkage causing it to rotate about its rear mount.  

This system, while being much lighter than alternative 1, is still too heavy for Muthar.  Analysis indicated that 

due to the high bending stresses in the arm the amount of material required a dramatic increase. 

2.3.4.2 Ejection System Alternatives 

The first design iteration of the ejection system, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.10, utilizes a large spring to 

eject the opponent.  This system is ideal in respect to energy release time.  The spring would explosively deliver 

an impact into the opponent.  Unfortunately, technical regulations state that large spring systems must not be 

preloaded before a tournament match.  This implies the system would need a loading mechanism to load the 
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spring.  While feasible, this design would require a large amount of precision machining, and was therefore 

passed over for more simplistic designs. 

 
Figure 2.3.10, Large Spring     Figure 2.3.11, Conveyor 

The second design iteration, illustrated in Figure 2.3.11, utilizes a conveyor mounted to the lifting 

arm.  This system was very complicated in that it would contain many parts.  There was also the possibility that 

the opponent robot would roll on the conveyor and not be ejected. 

2.3.5 Final Concept Selection 

 The third design iterations for both the lifting mechanism and the ejection system, illustrated in 

figures 2.3.12 and 2.3.13, best satisfy the selection criteria of space requirements, minimal weight, and 

affordability.  The lifting mechanism is a four-bar linkage mounted towards the rear of the robot.  The fork 

then pivots about its forward mounts lifting an opponent from the floor.  Once the opponent is lifted into the 

air a pneumatic cylinder mounted on the fork will eject the enemy robot from the fork. 

 
Figure 2.3.12, Final Lifting Mechanism    Figure 2.3.13, Final Ejection System 

 

2.3.6 Design Analysis 

The lifting mechanism was analyzed with the aid of the I-DEAS software package.  After a 3D model 

was generated it was sent to the I-DEAS Mechanism package.  The mechanism package is essentially a 

preprocessor for the MSC Adams kinematic solver.  The Adams kinematic solver can find displacement, 

velocity, acceleration, and force results on mechanical systems.  Upon completion of the solution, the forces 
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seen by the linear actuator when lifting an opponent from the arena floor were then known.  These results were 

then transferred to the I-DEAS Simulation package for finite element analysis of the structure of the fork.  

Please refer to appendices B-3 and B-4 for these results. 

 The ejection cylinder was sized based on a desired exit velocity of the opponent BattleBot.  After 

inputting assumptions about cylinder size, air pressure, etc. the sheet returns the exit velocity of the enemy 

robot.  Please see Appendix A-3 for illustrations of this spreadsheet design.   

 Another critical design point for the offensive weapon was the bracket on which the pneumatic 

cylinder mounted to the lifting arm.  This bracket would experience a large impulse of force upon ejection of 

an enemy robot.  This impulse was assumed to translate to twice the static load of a single enemy BattleBot, or 

roughly two hundred and fifty pounds.  Again, using I-DEAS FEA package, it was found a bent bracket with 

1/8-inch thick cross section would satisfy the loading condition.  Please refer to Appendix B-5 for an 

illustration of these results. 

2.4 Defensive System Design 

The design process for Muthar’s defensive system had several steps to it.  They were research 

defensive systems, develop design goals, develop concept designs, and choose a final design.  

2.4.1 Research 

2.4.1.1 Weapon systems 

In order to understand what Muthar’s defensive system needed research was done to understand the 

BattleBot competition.  The first step was to watch the BattleBot matches to understand the physical abuse a 

defensive system undergoes.  Through this research it was discovered that the biggest threat to a defensive 

system was damage from impact weapons.  These impact weapons were broken into 3 categories; high, 

medium, and low impact.  High impact weapons for this report are defined as weapons that transfer a large 

amount of energy into opposing BattleBots upon contact. The most common high impact weapons are 

rotational momentum weapons like Hazard in Figure 2.4.1 or Sunshine Lollibot in Figure 2.4.2.  Hazard and 

Sunshine Lollibot have a spinning blade that rotates at a high RPM, which can rip off armor and/or damage 

internal components due to sudden shock.  

 

  
Figure 2.4.1, Hazard     Figure 2.4.2, Sunshine Lollibot 

Medium impact weapons for this report are weapons are that deliver a moderate amount of energy 

when contact is made with an opposing BattleBot.  These BattleBots are “Wedge” Bots.  The energy obtained 
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is determined by the amount of speed the BattleBot achieves before impact with opposition.  Example of a 

wedge is Annihilator in Figure 2.4.3.  These weapons can dent armor, but usually the opponent is pushed up 

over the wedge where it then strikes the arena floor or it is pushed into a wall or a hazard.  In either case, the 

opponent is absorbing some sort of impact load. 

  
Figure 2.4.3, Annihilator    Figure 2.4.4, Evil con Carne 

The last type of impact weapon is a low impact weapon.  These weapons pass little energy to 

opposing BattleBots.  They are built more for low impact and high repetition. This weapon is more for scoring 

points with the judges then incapacitation of the opponent.  An example of a low impact BattleBot is Evil con 

Carne in Figure 2.4.4. 

2.4.1.2 BattleBot Regulations 

After watching the show for several months to understand the types of weapons used in competition, 

the next area of research was the technical regulations for any restrictions to the defensive systems.  The only 

restriction discovered that effects a defensive system are the material restrictions list in section 1.2.2.   

2.4.1.3 Armor Types 

A third area of research was type of armor systems currently used by BattleBot contestants.  The 

armor types discovered during research can be classified as follows. 

• Sheet Armor 
• Plate Armor 
• Cloth Armor 

Sheet armor is the most common type of armor used is constructing a BattleBot.  Sheet armor is defined as any 

rigid material that is less then or equal to .125 inch thick.  The advantages of sheet armor are its light weight 

and cost.  Disadvantages of sheet armor are its lower resistance to bending, puncturing, and impact damage. 

Instigator in Figure 2.4.5 is a BattleBot that uses sheet metal armor. 

  
Figure 2.4.5, Instigator      Figure 2.4.6, Toro 
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The second most common armor type is plate armor.  Plate armor is defined as any rigid material 

greater then .125 inch thick.  The advantages of plate armor are its increase resistance to bending, puncturing, 

and impact damage.  The disadvantages of plate armor are its increased weight and cost. Toro Figure 2.4.6 is an 

example of a BattleBot that uses plate armor. 

The third type of armor used by BattleBots is cloth.  Cloth armor is defined as any non-rigid fabric or 

material formed by weaving, knitting, pressing, or felting natural or synthetic fibers.  The advantages of cloth 

armor are lightweight and potential low cost.  Disadvantages of cloth armor are low resistance to bending and 

tearing and poor resistance to puncturing.  These disadvantages can leave the internal components of the 

BattleBot susceptible to damage.  The Judge in  Figure 2.4.7 riveted Kevlar to his chassis for his armor. 

 
Figure 2.4.7, The Judge 

2.4.1.4 Rectifying Methods 

The potential for being flipped over in a match is very high.  This could lead to an incapacitation loss.  

With this in mind, different types of rectifying methods were researched.  The first method is flipping arms.  

When the BattleBot is flipped over the arms is actuated to return the BattleBot to its wheels.  Figure 2.4.8 

shows Killerhurtz.  His arm is the sliver bar on top that flips the robot over using the back edge of his frame.  

Another flipping arm type is seen on Mouser in Figure 2.4.9. 

 

  
Figure 2.4.8, Killerhurtz     Figure 2.4.9, Mouser 

A second type of flipping method is a protruding member that does not allow the center of gravity of 

the BattleBot to rest in a position that would cause an incapacitation death.  Figure 2.4.10 shows Ziggo.  Ziggo 

is a spinner BattleBot that a stiff antenna with a bend.  If Ziggo is flipped onto its side the antenna rotates 

shifting Ziggo’s center of gravity over its wheels. 
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Figure 2.4.10, Ziggo     Figure 2.4.11, Little Drummer Boy 

The last type of flipping method is really not a flipping method but an offensive weapon that can 

work in multiple positions.  These BattleBots have wheels on both top and bottom that allow them to 

maneuver if flipped over thereby preventing the incapacitation death.  Figure 2.4.11 shows Little Drummer Boy 

who has a rotating drum weapon that works no matter which side is up. 

2.4.2 Design Goal 

From the research performed in section 2.4.1 and knowledge of the scoring system in section 1.2.4 

the design goal of Muthar’s defensive system is to prevent incapacitation.  Muthar’s defensive system protects 

the internal components from opposing BattleBots and arena hazards and returns Muthar to its wheels if 

flipped over. 

2.4.3 Alternative Designs 

Alternative designs were developed in the concept stage of the defensive system design.  One 

alternative design centered on a high impact rectifying system.  This system would eject a cylinder at a high 

force that would push against the floor of the arena imparting enough momentum into Muthar that he would 

flip over.  This system would be similar to the system used by Vlad the Impaler in Figures 2.4.12 and 2.4.13. 

  
Figure 2.4.12, Vlad the Impaler    Figure 2.4.13, Vlad Flipping Over 

Another alternative design moved the rectifying arm from the back of Muthar’s frame to the side.  

This would allow Muthar to flip over on his side and not his back.  Alternative designs for Muthar’s armor 

centered on different types of armor material and cross sectional area.  The leading concepts were aluminum 

plate .125 in thick or steel sheet approximately .060in thick. 
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2.4.4 Final Design 

Project Muthar uses titanium honeycomb armor and a pneumatic powered rectifying arm to prevent 

incapacitation during a match.  The titanium honeycomb armor protects the internal components from 

opposing BattleBots and arena hazards.  See Figure 2.4.14 for cross sectional view of armor. The armor 

geometry will deflect some of the impact force received during a match.  See Figure 2.4.15 for armor shape.  In 

addition, the armor geometry guarantees that Muthar will always roll onto its top if flipped over.  The 

pneumatic rectifying arm will return Muthar to its wheels if flipped over.  See Figure 2.4.16 for rectifying arm 

assembly.   

  
Figure 2.4.14, Armor Cross Section    Figure 2.4.15, Armor Geometry 

 
Figure 2.4.16, Arm Assembly  

2.4.5 Design Analysis 

2.4.5.1 Armor 

In design of the armor three aspects were evaluated. 

• Shape 

• Cross-Sectional Geometry  

• Material 

The first aspect of the armor designed was the general shape the armor.  Three criteria were used in the 

design of the armor.  The first criterion was the shape of the armor shell should weigh as little as possible.  The 

second criterion was the shape of the armor shell should reduce the amount of energy transferred into Muthar 

from an impact.  The last criterion used in developing the shape of the armor shell was the armor should help 

rectify Muthar.  Using these three criteria a tetrahedral shape with the top sliced off was designed.  See Figure 

2.4.15.  Since the cross sectional area of a tetrahedron decreases as the height increases, the amount of material 

need is less then what would be needed for a rectangular shape.  The sloped sides will partially deflect an 
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impact thereby reducing the amount of energy need to be absorbed by the armor.  Also the angle of the sides 

guarantee that Muthar will always roll to its top if flipped over during a match. 

The second aspect of the armor design was cross sectional geometry.  This is essentially how thick the 

armor is.  Three criteria used for this design. 

• Weight 

• Stiffness 

• Strength 

The cross sectional area designed was a honeycomb structure panel.  See Figure 2.4.14 for picture of a 

honeycomb panel.  The honeycomb panel has a thickness of .4 in.  This helps provide stiffness similar to a 

plate material, but lightweight like a sheet material.  The need for a stiff panel is due to the way the panels 

attach to the chassis.  The armor panels only attach to the top and bottom chassis.  This leaves a large area of 

unsupported armor.  If the armor was sheet material and took an impact blow the sheet would be more likely 

to dent and potentially run into internal components.  Plate material would help prevent the denting damage, 

but would add weight. 

The third aspect of armor design was the material selection.  For this area two criteria were looked at. 

• Weight 

• Strength 

The material chosen for the armor was Beta 21S Titanium alloy and Commercially Pure (CP) Titanium.  

Beta 21S Titanium alloy has a density of .168 lb/in3.  CP Titanium has a density of .162 lb/in3.  As Figure 

2.4.17 shows these two materials fall between Aluminum and Steel. [2.4.1] 

Material Density (lb/in3) 
Aluminum .100 

CP Titanium .162 
Beta 21S Titanium .172 

Steel .268 
Figure 2.4.17, Material Densities 

The second consideration for material type was strength of material.  Beta 21S Titanium has yield 

strength of 135 ksi and an ultimate strength of 145 ksi.  Figure 2.4.18 shows how these materials compare to 

most aluminum and steel. [2.4.2] From a strength to weight point of view the titanium material is better then 

most steels available.   

Material Yield Strength (ksi) Ultimate Strength (ksi) 
Aluminum 10 – 80 20 - 100 

CP Titanium 81 98 
Beta 21S Titanium 135 145 

Steel 40 - 180 50 - 200 
Figure 2.4.18, Material Strengths 

 
2.4.5.2 Rectifying Arm 

Three factors were taken into consideration when designing the rectifying arm for Muthar. 

• Return Muthar to its wheels 

• Assist offensive weapon 

• Act as back-up offensive weapon 
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The main purpose of the rectifying arm is to return Muthar to its wheels if it is flipped over.  The decision 

was made that the rectifying arm should be able to assist the offensive weapon in controlling opposing 

BattleBots.  Also a decision was made that the rectifying arm should act as a back up weapon if the offensive 

weapon should be disabled.  If the offensive weapon was disabled the rectifying arm would act as a low impact 

high repetition weapon that would gain points from the judges.  With these considerations in mind a forward 

facing rectifying arm was developed. 

The next step was to decide how to actuate the rectifying arm.  The type of actuation method effects the 

location of where the arm mounts to the chassis.  The three options for actuation are hydraulic, electrical, and 

pneumatic.  A hydraulic system was disregarded because of the high weight of the system and slow reaction 

times.  Electrical actuators were disregarded because of their length.  In order to get the estimated stroke 

needed to flip Muthar over most electrical actuators would not fit inside the chassis.  This left a pneumatic 

system to actuate the rectifying arm.  The benefits of a pneumatic system are the low weight of the system, fast 

actuation time of the cylinder, and short length of the cylinder. 

Finding the force needed to rectify Muthar was based off of the principles of moments and leverage.  

These principles are based on a force (F) times a distance (L). [2.4.3] 

Equation 2.4.1:  LFM ⋅=  

In order for Muthar to flip over the moment about the rotation line of the rectifying arm needs to be 

greater then the moment about the rotation line Muthar’s armor rotates on.  During the rotation of Muthar back 

onto its wheels there are two different rotation lines.  The first rotation line is along the backside of Muthar at 

the top of the armor.  See Figure 2.4.19 for a cross sectional view of Muthar.  The second rotation line during 

rectifying is along the backside of Muthar at the bottom of the armor.  See Figure 2.4.20 for a cross sectional 

view of Muthar about to flip over. 

  
Figure 2.4.19, Muthar Upside-Down   Figure 2.4.20, Muthar About to Flip Over 

Muthar starts out on its top and rotates about line 1.  As Muthar travels through the rectifying cycle 

rotation line 2 comes into contact with the ground and Muthar begins to rotate about line 2.  During the travel 

though the rectifying cycle the force need by the pneumatic cylinder is dependent on the weight of Muthar and 

the “x” distance from the rotation line to the point of contact of the rectifying arm to ground.  Equation 2.4.2 

was the equation used to find the force need by the pneumatic actuator.  See Figure 2.4.21 for variable 

assignments. 
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Equation 2.4.2:  
A
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Figure 2.4.21, Variable Assignment 

Using equation 2.4.2 the force required by the cylinder was calculated at critical points during the 

rectification.  This process was iterated several times modifying variable “A” and the stroke of the cylinder.  

“A” is the distance from the arm rotation line to the connection point with the pneumatic cylinder.  This was 

done to provide the best possible combination of required force and stroke length.  Next the transmission 

angle between the cylinder and arm was considered.  The maximum required force needed to rectify Muthar is 

425 pound of linear thrust.  To size the pneumatic cylinder equation 2.4.3 was used. [2.4.3] 

Equation 2.4.3:  
A
FP =  

Where:  F = Linear thrust of cylinder 

A = Area of cylinder 

P = Air pressure in cylinder 

Knowing the linear force required (425 lbf) and the air pressure of the system (150 psi) the calculated 

cylinder diameter is 1.89 in.  However since cylinders from Clippard only come in .25 in increments a 2 in. bore 

size was chosen for the pneumatic cylinder.   

The next step was to develop a shape for the rectifying arm.  A ladder frame design was used to 

provide stability while flipping over.  See Figure 2.4.16 for picture of rectifying arm.  The distance from the 

centerline of Muthar to the centerline of the pneumatic cylinder determined the width of the arm. The length of 

the arm was based on the length of the offensive weapon.  In order for the rectifying to assist the offensive 

weapon the end of the rectifying arm needed to extend out to the end of the offensive arm.  Due to space 

constraints on the inside the chassis the arm was designed to slope up from the back of the chassis to outside 

the armor.  Once above the center of gravity the arm slopes back down again till it reaches the extents of the 

offensive arm.  See section 2.8 for material selection justification. 
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The last step was to perform stress analysis on the arm to make sure it would not bend during a 

match.  For the analysis the arm was held rigid at the tie rod ends and the cylinder to arm mount.  The 

maximum reaction force between the ground and arm was calculated to be 108 lbf.  This force was applied 

evenly across the member of the arm that connects the sides of the arm.  The maximum stress seen by the 

rectifying arm is 9 ksi.  See Appendix B-6 for analysis of arm. 

2.5 Chassis Design 

 The following sections outline the design of the chassis. 

2.5.1 Design Goal 

For the chassis integration and strength are two aspects vital to the development of the chassis.  

Integration incorporates all subsystems since all subsystems are attached to the chassis.  The overall size of the 

chassis needs to incorporate the size needs of additional subsystem of the BattleBot.  Weight is an important 

integration characteristic of the chassis.  The chassis must fall within the team specified weight distribution.  

Strength is the second vital aspect of the chassis.  The chassis must be able to be strong enough and flexible 

enough to absorb external forces without permanent deformation or failure.  So in general, the chassis must 

integrate size and weight concerns while being able to provide attachment location and also be strong enough 

to withstand external forces.   
2.5.2 Final Concept Selection 

The chassis had numerous redesigns since all subsystems are attached to the chassis.  Any change in a 

subsystems attachment point, more than likely, meant a change in the chassis design.  Since the attachment 

location is vital, the chassis was not developed until a basic design of the locomotion and offense subsystem 

was developed.  Once subsystems were developed enough the basic shape of the chassis was formed.   The 

outer dimension was determined based on team requirements for clearance between the armor and internal 

subsystems, and the clearance between the ground and underside of the robot.  Some members of the chassis 

are structural members to provided stiffness and hinder the overall movement of the chassis. 

 Round one-inch tube stock was used for the design of the chassis for numerous reasons including 

being able to attach at a variety of angles, having a strong cross section area, and being lightweight.   From the 

material selection, the chassis was designed in layers. 

Bottom layer, illustrated in Figure 2.5.1, was designed first since most of the components are attached 

to the bottom layer.  The actual layout of the bottom layer is determined by where other subsystems need to 

attach to the chassis.  Once these sites were established, chassis members were added to provide stiffness and 

hinder any movement that may occur due to the operation of other subsystems. 
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Figure 2.5.1, Bottom Layer 

The upper layer was next to be designed.  It is smaller that the bottom layer, illustrated in Figure 2.5.2, 

so as to reduce the weight of unneeded chassis and armor.  The smaller upper chassis gives the robot a 

streamline profile. 

  
Figure 2.5.2, Bottom and Upper Layer    Figure 2.5.3, All Three Layers 

The last layer designed is the middle layer.  This layer connects the bottom layer to the upper layer, 

shown in Figure 2.5.3.  The height of the layer is determined by the tallest component attached on the inside of 

the robot. Clearance restrictions between internal components and the upper layer of the chassis and the armor 

limit the size of the middle layer.  This layer also translates any forces from the upper layer to the bottom layer 

and resists any twisting motion the upper and bottom layers may experience as a whole. 

2.5.3 Design Analysis 

The chassis structure was analyzed with the aid of I-DEAS software.  The material under 

consideration for the analysis was cold rolled 1017 steel.  Analysis was done for two situations.   The first 

analysis was if 240 pounds were placed on top of the chassis.  This simulates a competitor middleweight robot 

landing on top of Muthar.  The maximum stress seen in this scenario is 38,000 psi.  An illustration can be seen 

in Appendix B-7.  The second analysis is if 120 pounds (60 pounds on alternate sides) is applied to the chassis.  

This simulates a competitor robot pushing against Muthar while Muthar is backed into a wall.  The maximum 

stress in the second analysis is 21, 000 psi.  An illustration is shown in Appendix B-8.  Both analyses prove that 

the cold rolled 1017 steel with tensile strength of 43,900 psi (yield) could withstand deformation that could 

occur [2.5.1].   
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2.6 Electronics / Controls Design 

 Many components of Muthar operate on or are controlled by electronics.  The following section 

discusses system selection, system components, and the final control design. 

2.6.1 System Selection 

 BattleBots Inc. requires all competitor robots to be operated by remote control.  Competitors are 

permitted several frequency options when designing their control systems. [2.6.1] Figure 2.6.1 illustrates 

available frequencies for BattleBot operation. 

27 MHz Traditional US Ground Remote Control Band 

40 MHz European Ground Remote Control Band 

50 MHz FCC Amateur License Required 

53 MHz FCC Amateur License Required 

75 MHz Traditional US Ground Remote Control Band 

900 MHz Similar to Cellular Communication 
Figure 2.6.1, Available Frequencies 

Team MET has chosen to operate Muthar in the 900 MHz band for one reason.  900 MHz is the highest 

permitted band of radio communication in the tournament.  The higher the frequency of a radio signal the 

smaller its wavelength, the smaller the wavelength of a signal the less interference the signal will encounter.  

Therefore by operating in this band Muthar will experience a minimum of radio interference. 

 Another major factor in the selection of a radio control system is the number of channels required to 

operate the robot.  Figure 2.6.2 illustrates the channel requirements for Muthar.  The Remote Kill Switch is a 

requirement of BattleBots Inc. [2.6.2] 

Function Digital Analog 

Drive Motors 0 2 

Lifting Arm 0 1 

Ejection System 1 0 

Rectifying Arm 1 0 

Remote Kill Switch 1 0 

Total 3 3 
Figure 2.6.2, Channel Requirements 

 Based on desired frequency range, available channels, gross compatibility, and cost Team MET 

selected the ISAAC 16 control system from IFI Robotics.  The ISAAC 16 system, illustrated in Figure 2.6.3, 

operates between 902 and 928 MHz providing interference free 2-way communication between the operator 

and Muthar.  The ISAAC 16 system provides 8 digital and 8 analog outputs from the robot controller.  The 

system is also grossly compatible with IFI Robotics speed controllers and relays.  The ISAAC 16 system 

provides a flexible control platform while maintaining a comparably low cost.  Please see Appendix C-1 for 

Muthar’s control program. 
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Figure 2.6.3, Isaac 16 Control System 

2.6.2 Electronic System Components 

 In addition to the ISAAC 16 control system Muthar utilizes three IFI Robotics Victor 883 speed 

controllers, illustrated in Figure 2.6.4.  These high current capacity, low voltage drop 24V speed controllers 

provide the desired current to Muthar’s various motors.  To control digital signals to Muthar’s 12V solenoid 

valves, discussed in section 2.7, Team MET utilized two IFI Robotics Spike Relays, illustrated in Figure 2.6.5. 

   
Figure 2.6.4, Victor 883    Figure 2.6.5, Spike Relay 

 

2.7 Pneumatic System Design 

 The offensive and defensive systems of Muthar use high-pressure air as a power source.   Hence the 

requirement of a pneumatic system to supply that power source to the systems. 

2.7.1 Pneumatic Restrictions 

 BattleBots Inc. has determined many regulations governing the usage of pneumatic systems.  This 

section will discuss major system restrictions that affected the design of the system.  For a complete description 

of these regulations please refer to section 8 of the BattleBots Inc. Technical Regulations.  

The first major restriction on pneumatics was the maximum storage pressure of any high-pressure air 

system couldn’t exceed 2500 psi. [2.7.1] Additionally, the maximum actuation pressure, without seeking a high-

pressure system waiver, was 250 psi. [2.7.2] Lastly the maximum volume of air that can be stored on a 

middleweight BattleBot in standard pressure and temperature is twenty-two cubic feet. [2.7.3] 
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2.7.2 Pneumatic Design 

 Figure 2.7.1 illustrates the pneumatic circuit used in Muthar to provide air to both the offensive and 

defensive systems.  Both systems share a common tank and air reservoir.  The offensive system uses one four-

way valve to control a double acting cylinder at 150 psi.  The defensive system utilizes two four-way valves and 

an additional air regulator to operate one double acting air cylinder at two pressures, 150 psi and 40 psi.  The 

rectifying arm requires 150 psi when flipping Muthar from his top on to his wheels.  During normal operation 

however (i.e. Striking opponents or assisting the lifting arm), the rectifier arm only requires a very low pressure 

to operate properly.  This dual pressure system reduces air consumption and prolongs the operational life of 

the storage vessel. 

 
Figure 2.7.1, Pneumatic Circuit 

2.7.3 Pneumatic Components 

Team MET selected the following components primarily based on weight and size.  The storage 

vessel, illustrated in Figure 2.7.2, was originally intended for use in paintball weapons.  It can store air up to 

3000 psi and has an output pressure of 800 psi.  This 800-psi air is passed into the Messiah air regulator, 

illustrated in Figure 2.7.3.  The Messiah outputs 150-psi air. 

  
Figure 2.7.2, Air Tank    Figure 2.7.3, Messiah Regulator 
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The air is then passed into a Bimba air reservoir, illustrated in Figure 2.7.4.  The air reservoir serves as 

an energy buffer for the entire pneumatic system.  Next the air passes into a cluster of three four-way solenoid 

valves and one additional regulator, illustrated in Figure 2.7.5. 

  
Figure 2.7.4, Bimba Air Reservoir    Figure 2.7.5, Valve Cluster 

Finally, the air passes out of the cluster and into the two actuation cylinders illustrated in figures 2.7.6 

and 2.7.7. 

  
Figure 2.7.6, Rectifier Cylinder    Figure 2.7.7, Ejection Cylinder 

2.8 Gross Material Selection 

 For the purpose of limiting manufacturing processes Team MET set material restrictions across 

subsystems of Muthar.  For example, Team MET assumed that the majority of the physical structures of Muthar 

(i.e. the chassis and the lifting arms) would be assembled with a welding process.  Therefore all of these 

structures were restricted to mild steel because mild steel is convenient to weld.  Additionally, most 

components that would be attached to Muthar via a thread of some kind were slated for aluminum because of 

its low weight. 
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Section 3:  Manufacturing 

3.1 Manufacturing Overview 

Muthar was created using three general manufacturing processes.  The first encompasses all machined 

components. All machined components were created in the North Lab Facility using standard tooling.  

Machines used include vertical and horizontal end mills, lathes, and various band saws.  No special processes 

were used in the construction of machined components. 

The second general process used concerns welded tubular structures and is discussed in section 3.2 of 

this report.  The final process utilized in the construction of Muthar concerns the armor creation, processing, 

and mounting discussed in section 3.3. 

3.2 Welded Tubular Structures 

 The large sections of Muthar classified as welded tubular structures include the chassis, the lifting arm, 

and the rectifying arm.  These structures were all created using the same procedure.  Tube stock was cut to 

shape, fixtured in position, and welded. 

 In many instances, cutting the tube stock to shape involved creating a fish-mouth cut in the end of the 

tube.  Fish-mouths were creating using a vertical milling machine and a one-inch diameter end mill.  Straight 

edge joints were created using a vertical band saw. 

 Fixturing the parts together for welding turned out to be the most difficult part of creating these 

tubular structures.  In many instances fixtures were inadequate and the resulting structures experienced 

warping.  The warped structures then had to be forced back into shape after being reheated.  In future projects 

Team MET would recommend the use of T-slot table or equivalent form of large fixturing device when 

creating these types of structures. 

 The final step in creating the tubular structures was welding.  Gas-Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) 

was used for all structural joints and attachments.  Additionally, some small brackets were brazed to the final 

structure based on the thickness ratios of the two metals being joined. 

3.3 Armor 

The first step in manufacturing the armor was to make the titanium honeycomb panels.  These were made 

at Aeronca Inc. Middletown, Ohio.  The basic process for making the honeycomb panels is as follows. 

1. Cut the sheet metal, braze alloy, and core to 16 in by 16 in squares. 

2. Clean the components thoroughly to remove oils and oxide layers. 

3. Tack weld foil titanium tabs at the corners and middle of each side of a sheet of Beta 21S titanium. 

4. Stack the components as follows.  See Figure 3.3.1 for an illustration. 

• Sheet metal 

• Braze alloy 

• Core 

• Braze alloy 

• Sheet metal 
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5. Pull the foil tabs tightly and tack weld to the other Beta 21S sheet. 

6. Apply “stop off” to the outside surfaces of the Beta 21S sheet and place slip-sheets on over the Beta 

21S sheet. 

7. Seal the assembly by welding titanium foil to the slip-sheets. 

8. Vacuum Braze the honeycomb panel assembly. 

 
Figure 3.3.1, Layering Honeycomb Panel 

Once the honeycomb panels were made each section of armor was manufactured.   

1. Rough cut the brazed panel to the estimated size of armor section. 

2. Cut the appropriate angle in the armor using the band saw or vertical end mill in the North Lab 

Machine Shop.  See Figure 3.3.2 for picture. 

3. Clamp armor section to chassis and drill .4062 in mount hole using the Bridgeport vertical end mill.  

See Figure 3.3.3 for picture. 

4. Attach hole inserts to panel mounting holes. 

5. Attach panel to chassis using a 3/16in bolt.  See Figure 3.3.4 for picture. 

   
Figure 3.3.2, Band Sawing Armor    Figure 3.3.3, Drilling Mount Holes 

 
Figure 3.3.4, Attached Armor
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Section 4:  Testing 
 Each of Muthar’s four major subsystems required testing to demonstrate a proof of design.  For 

individual subsystem proof of design agreements please reference Appendix E. 

4.1 Locomotion 

 The testing of the Locomotion system was very straightforward.  Two tests were used to evaluate final 

performance of the drive system.   

The first design goal of the locomotion system was to be able to push another 120-pound competitor 

BattleBot in the arena.  Therefore, the first test evaluated pushing power.  A 150-pound steel block found in 

the machine shop served as the test dummy for the pushing test.  Muthar needed to push the block without a 

running start to serve as a static push test.  The block was pushed several feet and therefore Test one was 

passed. Muthar is pictured in Figure 4.1.1 below in position to push the 150-pound test block. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.1, Muthar and Test Block 

The second design goal for the locomotion system was to remain operational for one three-minute 

tournament match without recharging the batteries.  Therefore, the second test evaluated the operational life of 

Muthar.  After all other testing was completed, the batteries needed to be tested to see if they would last 

through a three-minute tournament match.  For this test, a stopwatch was used to time Muthar for three 

minutes.  During this time, Muthar was driven back and forth across the machine shop floor in nearly 

continuous motion, only pausing occasionally to turn.  Muthar remained operational without any noticeable 

decrease in performance for the required 3 minutes and therefore Test two passed as well. 

4.2 Lift and Eject 

To test the lift and eject system Muthar was required to lift a 120-pound test sled off the floor, hold it 

for a specified time, and eject it off the lifting arm.  Muthar passed these tests with flying colors by lifting a 150-

pound test sled, holding it for the specified time, and ejecting it off his lifting arm. 
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4.3 Rectifying Arm 

 For the rectifying test all Muthar needed to do was flip over onto its wheels.  Muthar was placed on its 

top then the pneumatic cylinder was activated.  Muthar passed this test.  This test was performed 3 times for 

repeatability. 

4.4 Armor 

In order to test the armor a test representative of match conditions was needed.  The way to do this 

was to design a test that would simulate a BattleBot that would be seen in competition.  The BattleBot chosen 

to simulate was Hazard.  Hazard has been the middleweight champion in 4 of the 5 tournaments held so far.  

The only tournament Hazard did not win is the one it did not compete in.  Hazard has a rotating blade that 

weighs 22lb, spins at 2000 RPM, and has dimensions 48 x 4 x 3/8 in.  This equates to 20134 ft*lb of rotating 

energy. 

To simulate Hazard a bar of steel was attached to a motor that spun at approximately 3400 RPM.  

This larger RPM allowed for smaller dimensions on the bar of steel.  The motor and steel bar was rigidly 

attached to a stand.  See Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 for pictures of test stand. 

   
Figure 4.4.1, Rear View Test Stand    Figure 4.4.2, Front View Test Stand 

Next a test sled was built to mount a test piece of armor on to.  The armor was angled to 50° to 

simulate the angle between Muthar’s armor and Hazard’s blade.  See Figures 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 for pictures of test 

sled. 

   
Figure 4.4.3, Armor Test Sled    Figure 4.4.4, Rear View Armor Test Sled 

In order to pass the armor test the test panel needed to impact the spinning blade and not allow it to 

penetrate through the backside of the armor.  The titanium honeycomb panel passed the armor test.  See 
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Figures 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 for the results of the armor test.  In Figure 4.4.5 the blade penetrated the outer sheet of 

Beta 21S titanium on the first test but slightly dented the sheet on the second test.  In Figure 4.4.6 there was 

only a minor dent from the impact of the first test. 

   
Figure 4.4.5, Test Panel Results (Front)   Figure 4.4.6, Test Panel Results (Rear) 
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Section 5:  Project Management 
The role of the project manager is to keep the project moving forward so as to have a final product 

that meets the teams design objectives.  With the BattleBot being divided up into four major subsystems there 

are issues on how the team will effectively communicate with each other.  Past group senior projects with over 

two members have turned out less than desirable products.   Sources reveal that communication between team 

members broke down.    Integration of ideas is what will make the four major subsystems blend together.  

Communication about the integration will make Team MET have a desirable product.   The most important 

issue the project manager faces is how Team MET will effectively communicate integration ideas. 

5.1  Background 

The first step in establishing a team is determining “What does it mean to be an effective team 

member?”   As defined in Engineering Design Team Behavior and Tools chapter to be an effective team 

member an individual needs to take responsibility for the success of the team [2.5.1].  Without this 

commitment, the team is weakened by their presence.  Next the individual needs to be a person who delivers 

on commitments.  This means that the individual considers membership on the team, as something worthwhile 

and that they are willing to rearrange their job and personal responsibilities to satisfy the needs of the team.  On 

occasion when the individual cannot complete an assignment, always notify the team leader as soon as possible 

so other arrangements can be made. 

The following are characteristics of an effective team: 

• Team goals are as important as individual goals 

• The team understands the goals and is committed to achieving them. 

• Trust replaces fear and people feel comfortable taking risks. 

• Respect, collaboration, and open-mindedness are prevalent. 

• Team members communicate readily; diversity of opinions in encouraged.   

• Decisions are made by consensus and have the acceptance and support of the members of the team.   

With an effective team the job of a project manager can be fairly easy.  Project management entails manage 

the project.  The project manager makes decisions based on what will be good for the final outcome of the 

final product.  One of the responsibilities of the project manager is being aware of what the next steps in the 

project are.  It is imperative for the project manager having a running track of upcoming schedule items.  This 

allows for the team to efficiently move through the project without wasting time.   

Project management encompasses communication between team members.  So that things move smoothly 

the project manger is involved, to a certain degree, with everything.  The most important issue facing the 

project manger is being aware of the status of task and individual’s attitudes towards task.  It is the project 

manager job to make sure that communication tools are set up for all individual to use, so as to not hinder a 

task if an issue comes up.   

5.2 Solution  

The objectives and goals of Team MET were developed with the project underway.  The team has 

three objectives that each lead designer must incorporate into their design.  The objectives consist of: 
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conforming to BattleBot Incorporated Technical regulations and guidelines, producing a middleweight 

BattleBot, and effectively integrating ideas.  The team’s objectives are the project manager’s objectives.  

BattleBot Incorporated Technical Regulations and guidelines consist of guidelines from safety standards to 

permissible construction materials.  The guidelines and rules also explain a middleweight robot weighs in the 

range of 60 –120 lbs.  For a successful product all the subsystems of the robot must fit and operate properly.  

For this to happen all lead designer’s ideas must effectively integrate ideas.   

With the integration of ideas predicting the successfulness of the BattleBot, the project manager 

focuses on the communication of all integration ideas and the progress of the project.   Project management 

supports communication by introducing five sections to help team members with communicating integration 

ideas and to help keep track of the progress of the project.  These sections include email and instant messaging, 

meetings, I-DEAS software, worksheets, and an internet site.  

Communication of integration ideas is provided with the help of email and instant messaging, 

meetings, and I –DEAS software.  Email and instant messaging permits team members to communicate 

individually or as a group while at remote locations, and at an individual’s own time.  Three types of meeting 

were held on weekly basis to help with verbal communication between team members.  These meeting entail: 

• Formal Team Meeting 

This meeting includes individual progress reports, discussion of general team issues, and the 

assignment of future related team tasks. 

• Team Advisor Meeting 

In this meeting Team MET discusses progress and problems, with the design advisor. 

• Informal Team Meeting 

In this meeting Team MET views the weekly broadcast of the BattleBots competition and covers 

any other issue a member needs discussed. 

Team MET member are responsible for the design of their subsystem.  It is the collection of 

subsystems that make the BattleBot.  From time to time subsystems interact together.  Team members are 

responsible for graphically demonstrating their subsystem’s need and to make sure subsystems will intermingle 

peacefully together.  I-DEAS software allows each team member to have full access to the layout of the robot.  

Team members draw a 3-D representation of the components for their subsystem.  The I-DEAS data 

management system allows each team member to look at other subsystems for possible interference and design 

changes. 

Progress of the project is kept by the creation of organization worksheets and an Internet site.  Some 

organization worksheets that the team found helpful were show evaluation sheets, project involvement, 

payment tracker, thank you list, meeting forms, order tracking sheet, and a weight tracker.   A copy of each 

worksheet can be found in Appendix D.  Show evaluation sheets were used to record concepts that the team 

members logged from watching past BattleBot competitions from the informal team meetings.  Project 

involvement sheets were used on a weekly basis to help keep track of each team member’s involvement and 

contribution.   A payment tracker was created to organize who purchased specific components and for how 

much.  Through out the progress of the project numerous individuals and corporations helped and sponsored 
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the team, to help keep track of who helped with the project a thank you list was created.  Meetings forms were 

created to keep track of who is working on what and what each team member is planning for the week ahead.  

The meeting forms also remind the team of topics still needed to be discussed and upcoming events.   Order 

tracking sheets were created to let everyone in the team know when expected components of all subsystem 

were order, and the components expected arrival dates.  This was extremely beneficial in the manufacturing 

phase of the project.  With the weight tracker every component in every subsystem was recorded along with 

the weight of the component.  This assisted in informing which subsystems were acquiring too much weight 

and where, along with keeping a running total of the entire weight of Muthar.   
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Section 6:  Closing 

6.1 Recommendations for Further Product Development 

Muthar has yet to compete in competition.  Team MET plans to enter Muthar into BattleBots season 

6.0.  Given past competition history, Team MET believes the next competition will be November 2002 at 

Treasure Island, California.  Before Muthar actually leaves for competition, a few upgrades and modifications 

will be made.  During the building and testing phase, several areas of improvement were identified.   

The most prominent upgrades will occur in the offensive weapon system.  First, the lifting fork will be 

extended in length.  This new fork will enable Muthar to better grasp enemy BattleBots.  Second, the NPC 

linear actuator motor will be replaced with a Maxon motor identical to the current locomotion motors without 

gearboxes.  This upgrade will allow the lifting arm to operate at approximately twice its current speed and at the 

same time, draw less current from the batteries.   

Another upgrade that needs immediate attention is the replacement of the current plastic armor 

inserts with machined metal inserts.  During mounting and testing of the armor, the plastic inserts were 

observed to fail if inadequate support was provided on the inside of the armor where the inserts were located.   

In addition to replacing armor inserts, the armor needs to be adjusted to create a more even ground clearance 

around Muthar. 

Team MET would like to re-examine the pneumatics system.  The pneumatics system was designed 

based on preliminary calculations because it was designed in parallel with all the other subsystems.  A 

reassessment using final data on Muthar’s design will assure a more robust system.  In addition to this review, it 

would be helpful to move some gages and valves for easier access. 

Upon completion of these upgrades and modifications, Muthar will be ready to take over the world! 

6.2 Project Conclusions 

Project Muthar is a success.  Team MET met all its design goals and successfully constructed a fully 

operational middleweight BattleBot that compiles with BattleBot Technical Regulations 2.0.  If, in the future, 

another group of students become interested in creating their own BattleBot the 2002 Team MET would make 

two major recommendations. 

First, and foremost, start the design process sooner.  Team competitions such as BattleBots, SAE 

Formula Car, and SAE Baja car are challenging and time consuming projects.  Team MET started 

brainstorming for Muthar in the summer of 2001.  We entered Senior Specification with a general concept of 

what we wanted to create.  We then became bogged down in a full quarter of justifying and researching a 

problem that was already defined when we began.  When competing in a tournament the customer is the 

design team and the problem definition is the rules book.  Team MET essentially wasted three months 

searching for something more.  Three months that could have been used designing.  It is our recommendation 

to the department that for group projects in the future they abbreviate the proposal process.  By having 

students finish the team proposal by the fourth week of the quarter they can begin designing that much sooner. 

Secondly, Muthar was designed by graduating seniors, manufactured by graduating seniors, and 

debugged by graduating seniors.  Therefore all the small design and manufacturing details that will make Muthar 
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a champion are leaving the MET department.  These “tricks of the trade” are too numerous to include in a 

report of this scope and are only acquired through experience.  Therefore it is the recommendation of Team 

MET that the department setup a curriculum in which lower classmen can be involved in the project.  By 

having the project span multiple class levels the MET department will maintain a high level of design and 

manufacturing expertise for a series of years. 

In conclusion, team projects are better than individual projects.  The team projects are more like real 

world design experiences.   In the real world communicating and working with diverse individual within your 

design team is a large part of the work.  When working on an individual project you only have to answer to 

yourself.  Therefore and individual project does not adequately reflect or properly prepare a student for 

industry.  Team MET recommends that the MET department encourages more team senior design projects in 

the future.    
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A-1, Locomotion Selection Data 
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A-2, Motor and Battery Sizing 
Motor sizing: 

 
Wheel diameter = 4” Therefore: Wheel radius = 2” 

 

Torque = Force * Distance 

Torque = 60 lb. * 2 in 

Torque = 120 in. lb.  

120 in. lb. required from each motor 

 

Battery sizing: 

40
)()( DrawCurrentMaximumRatingHourAmp =  

Using this formula, the required battery life was determined in the Battery Sizing Spreadsheet, on the 

following page, for each of the three motor types.  The combination including Maxon motors required the 

lowest Amp Hour rated battery. 
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A-3, Ejection Cylinder Sizing 
 

Team MET developed a spreadsheet that would estimate the exit velocity of an opponent based on the 
many assumptions listed on the first form of the sheet. 

 
Form One 

 
The workbook also outputs data on the forces, pressures, volumes, accelerations, and velocities. 
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Finite Element Analysis
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B-1, Bearing Block Stress 
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B-2, Motor Mount Stress 
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B-3, Actuator Force 
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B-4, Lifting Stress 
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B-5, Ejection Stress 
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B-6, Rectifying Arm Stress 
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B-7, Top Loaded Chassis Stress 
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B-8, Couple Loaded Chassis Stress 
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Programming
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C-1, Robot Control Program 
' PROGRAM:    ISSAC 16 Default Code with One or Two joystick Control Rev 002 
' Written by: Innovation First, Inc. 
' Date:       20 SEP 01 
' Define BS2-SX Project Files 
' {$STAMP BS2SX} 
'========== DECLARE VARIABLES 
================================================ 
'=======================================================================
====== 
'  Below is a list of declared input and output variables.  Comment or un-comment 
'  the variables as needed.  Declare any additional variables required in 
'  your main program loop.  Note that you may only use 26 total variables. 
'---------- Operator Interface (OI) - Analog Inputs -------------------------- 
p1_x  VAR byte 'Port 1, X-axis on Joystick 
p2_x  VAR byte 'Port 2, X-axis on Joystick 
p3_x  VAR byte 'Port 3, X-axis on Joystick 
p4_x  VAR byte 'Port 4, X-axis on Joystick 
p1_y  VAR byte 'Port 1, Y-axis on Joystick 
p2_y  VAR byte 'Port 2, Y-axis on Joystick 
p3_y  VAR byte 'Port 3, Y-axis on Joystick 
p4_y  VAR byte 'Port 4, Y-axis on Joystick 
p1_wheel VAR byte 'Port 1, Wheel on Joystick 
p2_wheel VAR byte 'Port 2, Wheel on Joystick 
p3_wheel VAR byte 'Port 3, Wheel on Joystick 
p4_wheel VAR byte 'Port 4, Wheel on Joystick 
p1_aux VAR byte 'Port 1, Aux on Joystick 
p2_aux VAR byte 'Port 2, Aux on Joystick 
p3_aux VAR byte 'Port 3, Aux on Joystick 
p4_aux VAR byte 'Port 4, Aux on Joystick 
PWM1  Var byte 'Modified output for PWM1 <----ADDED 
PWM2  Var byte 'Modified output for PWM2 <----ADDED 
'---------- Operator Interface - Digital Inputs ------------------------------ 
oi_swA VAR byte 'OI Digital Switch Inputs 1 thru 8 
oi_swB VAR byte 'OI Digital Switch Inputs 9 thru 16 
'---------- Robot Controller (RC) - Analog Inputs ---------------------------- 
'sensor1 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 1, connector pin 2 
'sensor2 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 2, connector pin 16 
'sensor3 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 3, connector pin 5 
'sensor4 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 4, connector pin 19 
'sensor5 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 5, connector pin 8 
'sensor6 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 6, connector pin 22 
'sensor7 VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 7, connector pin 11 
'bat_volt VAR byte 'RC Analog Input 8, hardwired to the Battery 
'Vin = ((4.7/14.7)* Battery voltage)-0.4 
'Binary Battery Voltage = (Vin/5.0 V)*255 
'---------- Robot Controller - Digital Inputs -------------------------------- 
rc_swA VAR byte 'RC Digital Inputs 1 thru 8 
rc_swB VAR byte 'RC Digital Inputs 9 thru 16 
'---------- Robot Controller - Digital Outputs ------------------------------- 
relayA VAR byte 
relayB VAR byte 
'---------- Misc. ------------------------------------------------------------ 
packet_num VAR byte 
'delta_t VAR byte 
'========== DEFINE ALIASES 
=================================================== 
'=======================================================================
====== 
'  Aliases are variables which are sub-divisions of variables defined 
'  above.  Aliases don't require any additional RAM. 
'---------- Aliases for each OI switch input --------------------------------- 
'  Below are aliases for the digital inputs located on the Operator Interface. 
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'  Ports 1 & 3 have their inputs duplicated in ports 4 & 2 respectively.  The 
'  inputs from ports 1 & 3 may be disabled via the 'Disable' dip switch 
'  located on the Operator Interface.  See Users Manual for details. 
p1_sw_top VAR oi_swA.bit0 'Joystick Top Button,   same as Port4 pin5 
p1_sw_trig VAR oi_swA.bit1 'Joystick Trig Button,   same as Port4 pin8 
p1_sw_aux1 VAR oi_swA.bit2 'Aux input,     same as Port4 pin9 
p1_sw_aux2 VAR oi_swA.bit3 'Aux input,     same as Port4 pin15 
p3_sw_top VAR oi_swA.bit4 'Joystick Top Button,     same as Port2 pin5 
p3_sw_trig VAR oi_swA.bit5 'Joystick Trigger Button,  same as Port2 pin8 
p3_sw_aux1 VAR oi_swA.bit6 'Aux input,     same as Port2 pin9 
p3_sw_aux2 VAR oi_swA.bit7 'Aux input,     same as Port2 pin15 
p2_sw_top VAR oi_swB.bit0 'Joystick Top Button 
p2_sw_trig VAR oi_swB.bit1 'Joystick Trigger Button 
p2_sw_aux1 VAR oi_swB.bit2 'Aux input 
p2_sw_aux2 VAR oi_swB.bit3 'Aux input 
p4_sw_top VAR oi_swB.bit4 'Joystick Top Button 
p4_sw_trig VAR oi_swB.bit5 'Joystick Trigger Button 
p4_sw_aux1 VAR oi_swB.bit6 'Aux input 
p4_sw_aux2 VAR oi_swB.bit7 'Aux input 
'---------- Aliases for each RC switch input --------------------------------- 
'  Below are aliases for the digital inputs located on the Robot Controller. 
rc_sw1 VAR rc_swA.bit0 
rc_sw2 VAR rc_swA.bit1 
rc_sw3 VAR rc_swA.bit2 
rc_sw4 VAR rc_swA.bit3 
rc_sw5 VAR rc_swA.bit4 
rc_sw6 VAR rc_swA.bit5 
rc_sw7 VAR rc_swA.bit6 
rc_sw8 VAR rc_swA.bit7 
rc_sw9 VAR rc_swB.bit0 
rc_sw10 VAR rc_swB.bit1 
rc_sw11 VAR rc_swB.bit2 
rc_sw12 VAR rc_swB.bit3 
rc_sw13 VAR rc_swB.bit4 
rc_sw14 VAR rc_swB.bit5 
rc_sw15 VAR rc_swB.bit6 
rc_sw16 VAR rc_swB.bit7 
'---------- Aliases for each RC Relay outputs --------------------------------- 
'  Below are aliases for the relay outputs located on the Robot Controller. 
relay1_fwd VAR RelayA.bit0 
relay1_rev VAR RelayA.bit1 
relay2_fwd VAR RelayA.bit2 
relay2_rev VAR RelayA.bit3 
relay3_fwd VAR RelayA.bit4 
relay3_rev VAR RelayA.bit5 
relay4_fwd VAR RelayA.bit6 
relay4_rev VAR RelayA.bit7 
relay5_fwd VAR RelayB.bit0 
relay5_rev VAR RelayB.bit1 
relay6_fwd VAR RelayB.bit2 
relay6_rev VAR RelayB.bit3 
relay7_fwd VAR RelayB.bit4 
relay7_rev VAR RelayB.bit5 
relay8_fwd VAR RelayB.bit6 
relay8_rev VAR RelayB.bit7 
'========= DEFINE CONSTANTS FOR INITIALIZATION =============================== 
'=======================================================================
====== 
'  The initialization code is used to select the input data used by PBASIC. 
'  The Master micro-processor (uP) sends the data you select to the BS2SX 
'  PBASIC uP.  You may select up to 26 constants, corresponding 
'  to 26 variables, from the 32 available to you.  Make sure that you have 
'  variables for all the bytes recieved in the serin command. 
' 
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'  The constants below have a "c_" prefix, as compared to the variables that 
'  they will represent. 
' 
'  Set the Constants below to 1 for each data byte you want to recieve. 
'  Set the Constants below to 0 for the unneeded data bytes. 
'---------- Set the Initialization constants you want to read ---------------- 
c_p1_y  CON 1 
c_p2_y  CON 1 
c_p3_y  CON 1 
c_p4_y  CON 1 
c_p1_x  CON 1 
c_p2_x  CON 1 
c_p3_x  CON 1 
c_p4_x  CON 1 
c_p1_wheel  CON 1 
c_p2_wheel  CON 1 
c_p3_wheel  CON 1 
c_p4_wheel  CON 1 
c_p1_aux  CON 1 
c_p2_aux  CON 1 
c_p3_aux  CON 1 
c_p4_aux  CON 1 
c_oi_swA  CON 1 
c_oi_swB  CON 1 
c_sensor1  CON 0 
c_sensor2  CON 0 
c_sensor3  CON 0 
c_sensor4  CON 0 
c_sensor5  CON 0 
c_sensor6  CON 0 
c_sensor7  CON 0 
c_batt_volt  CON 0 
c_rc_swA  CON 1 
c_rc_swB  CON 1 
c_delta_t  CON 0 
c_PB_mode  CON 0 
c_packet_num CON 1 
c_res01  CON 0 
'---------- Initialization Constant VOLTAGE - USER DEFINED ------------------- 
'  This is the 'Low Battery' detect voltage.  The 'Low Battery' LED will 
'  blink when the voltage drops below this value. 
'  Basically, the value = ((DESIRED FLASH VOLTAGE * 16.3) - 15.2) 
'  Example, for a 10 Volt Flash trigger, set value = 148. 
' Voltage set to 7.6V 
dataInitVolt CON 108 '9.0 Volts Flash Trigger 
'========== DEFINE CONSTANTS (DO NOT CHANGE) 
================================= 
'=======================================================================
====== 
' Baud rate for communications with User CPU 
OUTBAUD CON 20 ' (62500, 8N1, Noninverted) 
INBAUD CON 20 ' (62500, 8N1, Noninverted) 
USERCPU CON 4 
FPIN  CON 1 
COMA  CON 1 
COMB  CON 2 
COMC  CON 3 
'========== MAIN PROGRAM 
===================================================== 
'=======================================================================
====== 
'---------- Input & Output Declarations -------------------------------------- 
Output COMB 
Input  COMA 
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Input  COMC 
Output 7 'define Basic Run LED on RC => out7 
Output      8 'define Robot Feedback LED => out8 => PWM1 Green 
Output      9 'define Robot Feedback LED => out9 => PWM1 Red 
Output      10 'define Robot Feedback LED => out10 => PWM2 Green 
Output      11 'define Robot Feedback LED => out11 => PWM2 Red 
Output      12 'define Robot Feedback LED => out12 => Relay1 Red 
Output      13 'define Robot Feedback LED => out13 => Relay1 Green 
Output      14 'define Robot Feedback LED => out14 => Relay2 Red 
Output      15 'define Robot Feedback LED => out15 => Relay2 Green 
'---------- Initialize Inputs & Outputs -------------------------------------- 
Out7  = 1  'Basic Run LED on RC 
Out8  = 0  'PWM1 LED - Green 
Out9  = 0  'PWM1 LED - Red 
Out10 = 0  'PWM2 LED - Green 
Out11 = 0  'PWM2 LED - Red 
Out12 = 0  'Relay1 LED - Red 
Out13 = 0  'Relay1 LED - Green 
Out14 = 0  'Relay2 LED - Red 
Out15 = 0  'Relay2 LED - Green 
p1_x = 127  'Port 1, X-axis on Joystick 
p2_x = 127  'Port 2, X-axis on Joystick 
p3_x = 127  'Port 3, X-axis on Joystick 
p4_x = 127  'Port 4, X-axis on Joystick 
p1_y = 127  'Port 1, Y-axis on Joystick 
p2_y = 127  'Port 2, Y-axis on Joystick 
p3_y = 127  'Port 3, Y-axis on Joystick 
p4_y = 127  'Port 4, Y-axis on Joystick 
p1_wheel = 127 'Port 1, Wheel on Joystick 
p2_wheel = 127 'Port 2, Wheel on Joystick 
p3_wheel = 127 'Port 3, Wheel on Joystick 
p4_wheel = 127 'Port 4, Wheel on Joystick 
p1_aux = 127 'Port 1, Aux Analog 
p2_aux = 127 'Port 2, Aux Analog 
p3_aux = 127 'Port 3, Aux Analog 
p4_aux = 127 'Port 4, Aux Analog 
'========== PBASIC - MASTER uP INITIALIZATION ROUTINE ======================== 
'=======================================================================
====== 
'  DO NOT CHANGE THIS!  DO NOT MOVE THIS! 
'  The init routine sends 5 bytes to the Master uP, defining which data bytes to 
receive. 
'  1)  Collect init. 
'  2)  Lower the COMA line, which is the clk line for the shift out command. 
'  3)  Lower COMB line to tell pic that we are ready to send init data. 
'  4)  Wait for pic to lower the COMC line, signaling pic is ready for data. 
'  5)  Now send out init dat to pic, all 5 bytes. 
'  6)  Now set direction and levels for the COMA and COMB pins. 
tempA  CON c_p3_x <<1 + c_p4_x <<1 + c_p1_x <<1 + c_p2_x <<1 + c_rc_swB 
dataInitA CON tempA <<1 + c_rc_swA <<1 + c_oi_swB <<1 + c_oi_swA 
tempB  CON c_sensor4 <<1 + c_sensor3 <<1 + c_p1_y <<1 + c_p2_y <<1 + c_sensor2 
dataInitB CON tempB <<1 + c_sensor1 <<1 + c_packet_num <<1 + c_PB_mode 
tempC  CON c_batt_volt <<1 + c_sensor7 <<1 + c_p1_wheel <<1 + c_p2_wheel <<1 + 
c_sensor6 
dataInitC CON tempC <<1 + c_sensor5 <<1 + c_p3_y <<1 + c_p4_y 
tempD  CON c_res01 <<1 + c_delta_t <<1 + c_p3_aux <<1 + c_p4_aux <<1 + c_p1_aux 
dataInitD CON tempD <<1 + c_p2_aux  <<1 + c_p3_wheel <<1 + c_p4_wheel 
Output COMA 
low  COMA 
low  COMB 
Wait_init: if IN3 = 1 then Wait_init: 
Shiftout COMB,COMA,1, [dataInitA,dataInitB,dataInitC,dataInitD,dataInitVolt] 
Input  COMA 
high  COMB 
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'========== MAIN LOOP 
======================================================== 
'=======================================================================
====== 
MainLoop: 
'---------- Serin Command - Get Data from Master uP -------------------------- 
'  Construct the "serin" command using the following rules: 
'  1) There must be one variable for every input defined in the "Define 
Constants for Init" section. 
'  2) The order must match the order in the EXAMPLE SERIN COMMAND below. 
'  3) The total number of all variables may not exceed 26. 
'  4) Only use one "Serin" command. 
'  5) The Serin command must occupy one line. 
' 
'  If you see a BASIC INIT ERR on the Robot Controller after programming and pressing RESET, then 
'  there is a problem with the Serin command below.  Check the number of variables.  A BASIC INIT ERR 
'  will not occur if you have the variables in the wrong order, however your code will not work correctly. 
' 
'  EXAMPLE SERIN COMMAND 
'  This example exceed the 26 variable limit and is not on one line: 
' 
'  Serin COMA\COMB, INBAUD,[oi_swA,oi_swB,rc_swA,rc_swB,p2_x,p1_x,p4_x,p3_x,PB_mode,packet_num,sensor1, 
'   sensor2,p2_y,p1_y,sensor3,sensor4,p4_y,p3_y,sensor5,sensor6,p2_wheel,p1_wheel, 
'   sensor7,sensor8,p4_wheel,p3_wheel,p2_aux,p1_aux,p4_aux,p3_aux,delta_t,res01] 
' 
   Serin COMA\COMB, INBAUD, 
[oi_swA,oi_swB,rc_swA,rc_swB,p2_x,p1_x,p4_x,p3_x,packet_num,p2_y,p1_y,p4_y,p3_y,p2_wheel,p1_wheel,p4_wheel,p3
_wheel,p1_aux,p2_aux,p3_aux,p4_aux] 
'---------- Blink BASIC RUN LED ---------------------------------------------- 
Toggle 7   'Basic Run LED on the RC is toggled ON/OFF every loop. 
'========== PERFORM OPERATIONS 
=============================================== 
'  Add your custom code here. 
'  Delete any of the following sections below (except for Output Data) as desired. 
'---------- Buttons to Relays ------------------------------------------------ 
'  The &  used below is the PBASIC symbol for AND 
'  The &~ used below is the PBASIC symbol for AND NOT 
relay1_rev = p2_sw_top     'Relay 1 forward fires rectifier low pressure 
relay1_fwd = p2_sw_aux1     'Relay 1 reverse fires rectifier high pressure 
relay2_fwd = p2_sw_trig    'Relay 2 forward fires ejector 
'---------- Feedback LEDs for Relay1, Relay2 --------------------------------- 
Out12 = relay1_fwd  'LED is ON when Relay 1 is Forward 
Out13 = relay1_rev  'LED is ON when Relay 1 is Reverse 
Out15 = relay2_fwd  'LED is ON when Relay 2 is Forward 
Out14 = relay2_rev  'LED is ON when Relay 2 is Reverse 
'---------- One Joystick Drive + Feedback LEDs for PWM1, PWM2------------------------- 
'  This section modified the output of PWM1, and PWM 2 for control from one 
'  joystick (Port 1).  The Out8 thru Out11 lines control the Feedback LEDs. 
' Y-axis controls speed. 
' X-axis turns. 
' PWM1 - Left motor. 
' PWM2 - Right motor. 
'     PWM3 - Linear Actuator. 
Gosub Calibrate1 
Gosub Calibrate2 
PWM1 = (((2000 + p1_y - p1_x + 127) Min 2000 Max 2254) - 2000)  '<---ADDED 
PWM2 = (((2000 + p1_y + p1_x - 127) Min 2000 Max 2254) - 2000)  '<---ADDED 
Out8  =   PWM1/216  'LED is ON when Victor883 full forward '<---ADDED 
Out9  = ~(PWM1/56  max 1) 'LED is ON when Victor883 full reverse '<---ADDED 
Out10 =   PWM2/216  'LED is ON when Victor883 full forward '<---ADDED 
Out11 = ~(PWM2/56  max 1) 'LED is ON when Victor883 full reverse '<---ADDED 
'========== OUTPUT DATA 
====================================================== 
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'=======================================================================
====== 
'  The Serout line sends data to the Output uP.  The Output uP passes this to each PWM 1-16 
'  and Relay 1-8.  The Output uP will not output data if there is no communication with the 
'  Operator Interface or if the Competition Mode is Disabled.  Do not delete any elements 
'  from the Serout array.  Set unused PWM outputs to 127.  Set unused relay outputs to 0. 
' 
'  Serout USERCPU, OUTBAUD, 
[255,255,(PWM1),relayA,(PWM2),relayB,(PWM3),(PWM4),(PWM5),(PWM6),(PWM7),(PWM8),(PWM9),(PWM10),(PWM1
1),(PWM12),(PWM13),(PWM14),(PWM15),(PWM16)] 
'---------- Joystick Calibration Routine ------------------------------------- 
   Serout USERCPU, OUTBAUD, 
[255,255,PWM1,relayA,PWM2,relayB,p2_y,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127,127] 
Goto MainLoop: 
Calibrate1: 'Joystick 1 Calibration Routine 
 clow con 120 
 chig con 134 
 cdel con 7 
 if ((p1_x < chig) and (p1_x > clow)) then nuetralx 
   if (p1_x >= chig) then highx 
 p1_x = (p1_x + cdel) 
 goto endx 
 highx: 
 p1_x = p1_x - cdel 
 goto endx 
 nuetralx: 
 p1_x = 127 
 endx: 
 if ((p1_y < chig) and (p1_y > clow)) then nuetraly 
   if (p1_y >= chig) then highy 
 p1_y = (p1_y + cdel) 
 goto endy 
 highy: 
 p1_y = p1_y - cdel 
 goto endy 
 nuetraly: 
 p1_y= 127 
 endy: 
Return 
Calibrate2: 'Joystick 2 Calibration Routine 
 low2 con 120 
 hig2 con 134 
 del2 con 7 
 if ((p2_y < hig2) and (p2_y > low2)) then nuetral2 
   if (p2_y >= hig2) then high2 
 p2_y = (p2_y + del2) 
 goto end2 
 high2: 
 p2_y = p2_y - del2 
 goto end2 
 nuetral2: 
 p2_y= 127 
 end2: 
 p2_x = 127 
 if p2_y > 22 then skipit 
 p2_y = 0 
      skipit: 
Return 
Stop 
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D-1, Brainstorm Sheet 
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D-3, Project Involvement 
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D-4, Payment Tracking 
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D-5, Thank You List 
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D-6, Meeting Form 
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D-7, Order Tracking 
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D-8, Weight Tracker 
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E-1, Proof of Design Statement for 
 BattleBots: Project Muthar 

 Locomotion System 
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E-2, Proof of Design Statement for 
 BattleBots: Project Muthar 

 Offensive System 
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E-3, Proof of Design Statement for 
 BattleBots: Project Muthar 

 Defensive System 
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E-4, Proof of Design Statement for 
 BattleBots: Project Muthar 

Chassis System 
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Books 
Beer, Ferdinand Pierre and E. Russell Johnston Jr., Mechanics of Materials, 2cd Edition, New York: New York, 

McGraw-Hill, 1992. 
This book contains introductory information into the concepts of stress analysis.  Team OMS will likely 
use this book in preliminary calculations of the design process. 

 
Beer, Ferdinand Pierre and E. Russell Johnston Jr., Vector Mechanics for Engineers: Statics and Dynamics, 6th 

Edition, Boston: Massachusetts, McGraw-Hill, 1997. 
This book discusses simple statics, kinematics, and vibrations of particles, systems of particles, and rigid 
bodies.  It may be helpful to Team OMS when creating mathematical models or performing preliminary 
design calculations. 

 
Dieter, George E., Engineering Design: A Materials and Processing Approach, 3rd Edition, Boston: 

Massachusetts, McGraw-Hill, 2000. 
This book outlines the product design process. Briefly discussing team behavior, leadership types, and 
tools it may be helpful if Team OMS runs into functional problems.  Additionally, it contains detailed 
information on everything from concept generation to selection methods for materials, manufacturing 
processes, and cost analysis.   

 
Holman, J.P., Thermodynamics, 3rd Edition, New York: New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1980. 

This book will provide introductory information to the expansion and compression of air in pneumatic 
systems. 

 
Kalpakjian, Serope, Manufacturing Engineering and Technology, 3rd Edition, Reading: Massachusetts, 

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1995. 
This book contains excellent information on a plethora of manufacturing techniques Team OMS may 
utilize in the construction of fabricated components. 

 
Miller, R.T., Welding Skills, 2cd Edition, Homewood: Illinois, American Technical Publishers, 1997. 

This book will provide excellent information on various welding techniques Team OMS may utilize in the 
construction of the BattleBot. 

 
Mott, Robert L., Machine Elements in Mechanical Design, 3rd Edition, Columbus: Ohio, Prentice Hall, 1999. 

This book will provide excellent information into detail component design of mechanical systems from a 
stress analysis point of view. 

 
O’Hair, Dan and Rob Stewart and Hannah Rubenstein, A Speaker’s Guidebook: Text and Reference, Boston: 

Massachusetts, Bedford/St. Martins, 2001. 
This book will be an excellent reference when Team OMS is writing reports or creating oral presentations 
to present engineering results to our advisor or other individuals. 

 
Spotts, M.F. and T.E. Shoup, Design of Machine Elements, 7th Edition, Upper Saddle River: New Jersey, 

Prentice Hall, 1998. 
This book will provide excellent information into detail component design of mechanical systems from a 
stress analysis point of view. 

 
Wulpi, Donald J., Understanding How Components Fail, 2cd Edition, Materials Park: Ohio, The Materials 

Information Society, 2000. 
This book discusses component failure.  It will help Team OMS understand how the product will fail due 
to distortion, fracture modes, fatigue, wear, corrosion, and temperature. 

 
Web Sites 
Air America, 7 December 2001, http://www.airamerica.com. 

This company makes paintball equipment.  They manufacture high-pressure tanks and regulators. 
 
Airgun Designs, 3 December 2001, http://www.airgun.com. 

This company makes paintball equipment.  They manufacture high-pressure tanks and regulators. 
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Ancotech, 3 December 2001, http://ancotech.net. 

This company makes titanium tubing for various industries including aerospace and SPORTS.  They are a 
potential sponsor for the offensive weapon system. 

 
BattleBots, 1 October 2001, http://www.battlebots.com. 

This site contains technical information about the company, competition, history, and competitors.    
 
Bimba Manufacturing Company, 7 December 2001, http://www.bimba.com. 

Manufacturer of pneumatic components such as cylinders. 
 
IFI Robotics, 3 December 2001, http://www.ifirobotics.com. 

This site makes transmitter, receiver, speed controller, etc parts for hundreds of BattleBots.  Battle proven 
quality makes them a great sponsor but we’ll never get them without hitting the top ten first. 

 
PMI Paintball, 7 December 2001, http://www.pminetwork.com 

Another paintball equipment manufacturer. 
 
Team Clambot, 31 November 2001, http://www.clambot.com/info.shtml. 

The site defines what a BattleBot is and gives information about Team Clambots philosophy about 
building a BattleBots.   

 
Team Deadblow, 1 October 2001, http://www.deadblow.net. 

This site communicates issues Team Deadblow faced with the drive system weapons system, and frame 
prototypes.   

 
Team Delta, 1 October 2001, http://www.teamdelta.com. 

This site has part specifically designed for BattleBots, a breakdown of the robots they have built, along 
with general team information. 

 
Team BioHazard, 1 October 2001, http://www.robotbooks.com/biohazard.htm. 

This site contains tips every BattleBot builder should know before building and also a great site for specific 
information. 

 
Team Overkill, 1 October 2001, http://www.coolrobots.com. 

A step by step guide for building your own robot, along with products you can use.  This site also contains 
links to other team websites. 

 
 
Team Tazbot, 30 November 2001, http://www.mutantrobots.com/html/index.htm. 

This site gives general information on Tazbot and Diesector. 
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